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Holland
YOL.

VIII.— NO.

HOLLAND,

3.

Osniral Dealers.

Our

XTAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

ElUl

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

DOESBURG,

J.

Editor and P

MU

Turn
Produce. Etc.

©
w
©
Honey, *D ....................... ©
Hay, V ton ...... ................ #0©
Onions.V bushel .................©
Potatoes. V bushel ................ ©
Timothy Seed, » bnshel .......... ©

l)OONE
13
class

VTTBBELINK,J.

li

fur.

25©

Apples, V bushel .................$
LivsrradBilf lubln.
Beans, ¥ bushel ...................1 50
Butter, $1 lb ....................... (&
U„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office Clover seed, ^ lb .................
and barn on Market streets «Everythlngflrst- KKg*«V doxen ..................

PUBLI8IIED EVERY SATURDAY AT

•

Among

§totlut0.

v

A weeklyIwbwspapee,

•

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICH.,

Site

SOLUNB C!T7,

y N

Cit

Office of

U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
i

near Market.

street,

Terms of Subsoription:

Wool,

Wagomaksnsad

$1.50 per year if paid in odea nee; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $3.00 if
paid at six months,

V

.

or
80

WHOLE

1879.

1,

the Iron Xinei of Michigan.

to the

map

Ishpeming

having the

as the center, and

pieces dropping,

you will em-

made

in

it

the United States. In

became known to the whites, the

a

first

8
10
17
25
40

.................. 5 0<»
................ 8 00
Column ................to 00
................. 17 00
.................. 25 00

00
00
00
00
00

10 00
17 00
1 25 00
1 40 00
| fi5 00

Wheat, white bushel ........new.
85
Corn, shelled bushel .............
28
Oats, V bushel .....................
*7
40
Buckwheat, $ bushel ...............
ITAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Bran, $ ton ........................
14 00
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Feed. W ton .........................
18 00
Yearly advertisers have the prlvlleze of three and twine; 8th street.
V 100 B) ......................
1 25
changes.
Barler, 100 t. ...................
1 20
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Xssafaotoriii,KUli, Shops, Ite.
Middling, p 100 lb ...............
85
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Floor, $1100 lb ...................
2 20
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub4 00
riEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in Pearl Barley, $100 lb ............. 8 00
lished wbttout charge for subscribeis.
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
Keats,
Etc.
An Z before the Subscriber'sname will donote for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th & River street.
Beef, dressed per lb ......................
4 © 4)4
the expiration of the tfubscrlptiou. Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
...................
ft J
OAUELS,
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors fork.

1 “

tf

|

T/'UITE.J.,Dealer

©
©

all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

in

northern portion of

The cenier of

we entered.

V

©

IX

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

“ “

VAN

X-

of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour

............................
8
......................... 5
Shoulders .....................4
H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- Tallow, per lb ...........................8
Turkeys. ** .......................... 7
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Chickens, dressed Der lb ................ 6

Smoked Meat

©
©

“

yKRBEEK,

V

pit

0

** Ham

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron aud Wood comblnstioa Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.

is

10
6
6
8

Taken Effect, Wednesday Jan.

Trains.

“
“
“
“
“
“
“

L’ave

Arrive at
Ilotlund,

“
“

Holland,
J 2 00 a. tn.

Grand Rapids.
11.55 am.
9.20 p.m.

*

} 5.15 “
3.30 p. m.

Muskegon, Pentwaier

©
0 9
© 8

&

“
“

Big Rapids.* 10.25

New Bullalo &
Chicago. |
f

“
“
“ #

*

0.10 “

H. C.

the iron

Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public aud Conveyancer; Collections made in Holland and vicinity .

MATRAU,

and

RAlIiRO

aud Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug

A.3D,

_

Depot, Holland, Mich.

R. A. City Pnysician. Office at the
Drug Store, 8lU Street.

Dec. 8, 1878.
Phitsgriphir.

(Linz North.
No. 4. No. 2.

m,

u.

7
7
7
n
5
4
8

50
10
HO
15
35
55
45

E. C.

p.

m.

12

20
47
42
12
44
2o
35

11
11
11
10
10
9

STATIONS.

OolDg South.
No. 3. No. 1,
p. in.

Muskoeon,
Ferryuburjj,

Grand Haven,
PiKCon,
Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

2
2
2
8
3
4
5

20
53
57
20
53
17
18

a.

m.

7 00
7 4)
7 55
8 40
9 50
10 kb
11 45

FRED. H. MAY, Uanager.
Lbayknwobth,Oen't Freight Agent.
W. BAU.MGAKTKL, AgrU,

Holland, Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. R. A
. R. R. and L. 8. & M. 8. for Plainwell, Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.

J_£IGGINS,B.

P. the leading Photographer,
Gal-

August Flower. Your speedy

rT'K ROLLER, G.

V|C BRIDE, P.

U., Attorney and Counselor at
IVl. Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. No. 11
River street.

T>ARK8, W. H.

A.

Attorney and Conncelor at Law,
corner of River and highth streets.

rPEN EYCK,
IUghUnitre<

J.,

^®co

X

Watohii asd Jsvslry.

VTAN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and
eCl

ng,

Col>

„

at 7

o'clock, sharp.

Wynne

Otto Breyman, W. M.
Stc'v.

Tl®

GROUT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampooning,hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
aonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

Hotel.

E. J.

HARRINGTON

£p«ial

Uotifes.

14_ly

NOTICE.

If you are suffering with a Cough, Cold,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Consumption, loss of voice, tickling in the throat,
or any affectionof the Throat or Lungs,
use Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. This ia the great remedy that is
causing so much excitement by its wonderful cures, curing thousandsof hopeless
cases. Over one million bottles of Dr.
King's New Discovery have been used within the last year, and have given perfect
satisfaction in every instance. We can
unhesitatingly say that this is really the
only sure cure for throat and long affections, and can cheerfully recommend it to
all. Call and get a trial bottle for ten
cents, or a regular size for C1.00. at
Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.

The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having
y^EACH BRO|8, ^Commission Merchants, and
settled in the city of Grand Rapids, offers
est market price paid for wheat. Offlcd^in Bnck his services as a Physician, Surgeon and Actore cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particular attention to
Sntlit.
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
A Wlia Smooxl
/N EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand of- concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
\J flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte’s City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
“Deacon Wilder, I want you to tell me
Shoe store.
where he can be consulted during the
day.
bow you kept7ourseifaud family ao well
Dnn ad XsdioliM.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
the past season, when all the rest of us
Grand Rapids, Nov. 25 1878.
T'lOESBURG. J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medlhave been sick so much, and have had the
XJ cines, Faints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phydoctors running to ns so long."
sician'sprescriptions carefal}y pat op: Eighth su
Onr of the finest preparationsfor the “Bro. Taylor, the answer is very easy.
EBNG3, D. R., Drag Store. Pine Drags, MedHair we ever got acquaintedwith is “Lee’s I used Hop Bitters in time and kept my
Iclues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfamily well and saved large doctor bills.
fumeries. River street.
Hair Renewer.” It is the best article to
Three dollars’worth of It kept us all well
TTAN PUTTEN, Wx., Dealer In Drags, Medl- restore the color and prevent the falling and able to work all the time, and I will
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. out, and can be had at Schouten & West- warrant it has cost you and most of the
W. Van Din Bibo's Family Medicines;Eighth 8t.
neighbors one to two hundred dollars
8 (*rue *t”re’ Price only 50 cent*.
apiece to keep sick the same time. I guess
36-0 ni
\\T ALSH HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the busyou’ll take my medicine hereafter.” 8ee
iness.
other column.
Compressed Yeast. —Have you tried that
funitin.
new yeast? It is superior to any. Sold at
At G. Van Putten & Sons’ grocery store
'Afl’BYER,H. A CO., Denicra In all kinds of Fnrifl nltnre.Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, wholesale and retail at •
you can purchasegroceries just as cheap

M

V

Picture Frames, etc. : River street.

year

nearly u million of tons.

now

Now

$40,000 was

made.

While the adjoining mines sold the ore

brought by rail directlydown

produced during the past year, Mr. Tilden
to Escanaba and Lake Michigan, thereby
held on to his for better prices. It is comsecuring a vast saving of time and distance
in transportation. The ore trains are puted that the advance in prices so far
has made a difference to him of forty
carried much of the way on the down

by

grade

their

own momentum.

cars to the vessels, cost nearly half

a

considerablyless than a hundred. They

mil

all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve
peming, which city has been built within
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
a shert time. Nine yefirs ago, where there
in every case or money refunded. Price
25 Cents per box. For Sale* by Heber arc now regularlylaid out streets, and

Stop that Cough.

A Reudlab Communication of Unity Lodoe*
No. 191. F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hail,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, March
C.B.

U

first

the aggregate

product up to the present time has been

work from seven o’clock a. m. until six
o’clock p. m., and average all the

way

from $1.25 to $1.75 per day for their
labors. Some months thojf make more
than this; os, for example, in last September, when their daily earnings averaged

the contractor bears all the other expenses.

is

G. A. Konino, R. 8.

„

CoBBluloaMsrohaat.

is

W. Blob, N. G.

bought and sold; Eighth 5,
Bsrbsri.

now

$1.96. All the work is done by centract.
MR. TILDEh’s IRON MINE.
Bucklin’s Arnica Salve,
Returing
to the Marquette iron center, A man takes a contract to get ont the ore,
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter, we are able to couut 20 different mines say at $1.80 a ton. The Company supChapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and within a radius of eight miles around Ish- plies the steam-powerfor hoisting the ore;

Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

F. & A. K.

street

to the line of the

To

one gang of

men

he pays so

“drilling,” and to another so

much
much

lor
for

The ordinary prices are $1.15
drilling,and 15 centa for filling.

nothing “filling.”

fine buildings, there was
marsh. As one mine after another a ton for
N. K. Fairbank’stin caddy Lard can has been developed,population has been It is possible to break between three hunI. 0. Of o. r.
be found at E. J. Harrington. This is the drawn hither. Many of the principal bus- dred and four hundred tons of ore and
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
finest and best Lard for family use in the
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
iness men are from the New England rock at a single blast.
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening Uuited States.
HEAVY PRODUCT* OF ORE.
States.
The miners, who comprise the
of each week

^0Dy°n * Van Pullen's bank

Baaklaf aid Isohiifi.

down

was opened (1864), and

it

many
but a

Attorney at Law and Collecting
*n

relief

Walsh Holland Michigan.

Attorneyand

is

the over-hanging walls.

buildings connected with the mine

Cleveland,

Ohio, and other distributingpoints.
the ore

strong pillars of ore, which have been

taken out of the mine during the

esque.

Generaldealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuti, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
J.,

and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Corner uf Market and Eighth Street.

ttorasyi.

to

and emerged into an opening
where the miners were at work upon a
new vein of ore, and preparing blasts.
Water was tricklingdown the tides of the
passage, the air was cold and damp, the
lights feebly flickered,the half-dozen
workmen begrimed and bronzed with dirt,
presented an unnatural appearance,aud
we were very glad to retrace our steps and
ascend to the surface of the earth. The
large chambers of the mine from which

stand. Ten thousand tons of ore were

Ishpeming,the ore was

Mary’s Ship Canal

the

westward under the surface on which the

mostly transported to Marquette, and
St.

for

ever, to be an abundance of ore extending

woods,

thence over Lake Superior, round through

the

and they rarely exchange it

Clevelandmine. There is believed, how-

T

TOSLIN & BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

TJOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent,
JlL Notary Pablic; River street.

to

miners,

pretty well worked

Prior to the construction of the railroad

from Green Bay

the

The veins extending eastward have been

certain. Millions of bottles of this medlion dollars.Escanaba, which is situalec
Saddlsri.
icine have been given away to try its virtues, with satisfactory results in every opposite the Bay de Noquet, has a popula
yAUPELL, U., Manufacturer of aud dealer in
Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips; case. You can buy a sample bottle for 10 tion of about three thousand, and ia be
Eighth street.
cents to try. Three doses will relieve the
coming a point of great importance. The
worst case. Positively sold by all DrugTobacco »nd Cigars.
water views about here are very picturgists on the Western Continent.

O
§u$iueji$ Hircdonj.

in the

Still

During thousand dollars. Three engines are used
of a pleasant existence of enjoymentand 1878 they landed between five hundred ant in hoistingthe ore. Formerly seventyusefulness as it ought to be. There is no six hundred thousand tons of ore at Es- five horses were employed. Now the work
good reason for this, if you will only
Is almost entirelyperformed by machinery.
canaba, where it is worth about $4.50 per
throw aside prejudice and skepticism,
Formerly over 150 men were engaged
take the advice of Druggists and your ton. The two docks through which the
friends, and try one bottle of Green’s ore is transferredat Escanaba from the about the mines. The number is now

Holland,Michigan.

Taken Effect,Sunday,

are fond of spending the

7-1 v

Xj

First Ward

who

and danger here

a fascination about the life for

left to support

ness in successful hunting and fishing.

An

O

It is an attractive section

insecurity

is

by

trout

fish.

had uut before experienced.

the ore has already been taken, are divided

where they can forget the cares of busi-

Astonishing Fact,
X_J corner Eleventh and River street oppesita
* Mixed trains,
public square.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
A large proportion of the American peot Daily except Saturday.
T EDEBOER, F, 8., Physicianand Surgeon; ple are to day dying from the effects of
[ Mondays only.
office at resldeuce,on Eighth street, near Chi.
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result
All other trains daily except Sundays.
& M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
All trainson this road, will be run by Chicago
ol these diseases upon the masses of inteltime which is *20 minutes later than Columbus
CULLOCU THUS., Physician, Surgeon and ligent and valuable people is most alarmtime.
L-1- Accoucher. Office, Van Puttou’s Drugstore, ing, making life actually a harden instead
OCHOUTEN,

oilier

for those

Sells Tickets to principal points in the United
Sta’es and Canada. Through bills of Lading Issued
PfcriieUui
and rates given for fieighr to all points east and
west. Informationas to routes aud connections
NNI8, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite for travellers,and rates of freightfor shippers,
S. W. cor. Public Square.
checrfmly furnished at the

12.15 “
5.10 “ * 10 45 a.m. A 8H, II. L. Surgeonsand Physicians. Officeat Chicago
lx. his residence,Overysel, Mich.
3.25 p. m. J 9.35 “
5.55
T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office

Qrani Haven Bail Bead.

United States.

summer and autumn months

8th street.

iV

1.50 a.m.

the

wild, picturesque

and smaller streams abounding in

Chicago & West Michigan

\|/AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,

A

requirementsof

and other game, and swiftly flowing rivers

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

p08T, HENRY D.,

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. in.

a. in.

10.55 “
| 9.25 p. m.

Menomonee regions
meet all

The Menomonee is a

X

v

it

estimated that the inexhaustible ores of

country, with dense forests full of deer

HsUrr Publics

v
Store,

soon be

will together be fully ample to

Tv

1, 1879.

main

done,

Is

of

I

distance,

expected

Menomonee region will

the Marquette and the

V17TLM8,

Chicago A Weit Michigan R. B.

it is

actively developed.When this

08

6

l'ard ...............................

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

that the

and

feeling

earth. Following the sounds, we crawled
through a very narrow passage for a long

from Marquette.

run a branch from the

mines in Penn-

way, we could hear the sounds of

this region is fifty miles

line to one of the mines,

visited

miner’s blowa far in the bowels of the

The Chicago and Northwestern Railroad

Company has

have

1

other avocations.As we entered one tram-

Menomonee Counties.

fifty-fivemiles south-west

“

fellow’s death

which
there

north of the Village of Menomonee, and

©

some poor

sad story of

sylvaniaand elsewhere, but there was a

W

1

this

did not tarry

connected with every division of the mine

“

2 **
3 “

yes,

very long in that quarter. But there was

Wood, SUtoi, Eto,
forge was constructed, not far from where
Cordwood, maple, dry .....................
$ 2 50
Ishpeming now stands, and the 18th of
TNIJKEMA J. A C. Wagon and Blacksmith
green ..................
a 00
kJ Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repairbeach, dry ...................... a 00 February, 1848, the first Lake Superior
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River.
‘* green ..................... 1 76
JOB PBIBTIHO PUOMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
Hemlock Bark ......................©4 00 iron was made. Now over fifty mines,
Xnt fcrkiti.
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. ©10 00 and twenty- one blast furnaces are in operStaves, Tierce,
12 00
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
IJOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of Heading bolts, soft wood ............. © 2 54 ation, and a million tons of ore are annu2 75
Ono square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents 13 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle. Hcadlngbolts,hardwood .................
ally shipped from this region.
Stave bolts, softwood ........................2 25
for tlrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-ly
SUve bolts, hardwood ....................
8
quent insertion for any period under three
The second, or Menomonee iron range,
months.
10
1)UTKAUA VAN ZoERKN, New Meat Mar- Railroad tie ..................................
being
a comparatively new field, lies in
3 N.
6 M. 1 1 T. 13 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All Shingles, A $ m ...........................9 2 00
kinds
of
sausages
consiantiy
on
hand.
the
southern
portion of Marquette and the
5 00 1 8 00
1 Square ... ............ 350
drain, Feed, Eto.

Mich.

we

cheerfulannouncement,

1847, two years after the existence of iron

.................

he replied; “Oh,

have to take our chances.” After

"
“
“

BUokialtki.

killed the other day by

they are liable to drop at any time; we ail

claimed, produce nearly one-third of all

the iron

85
50
1 25

367.

Inquiring if there was danger of any other

city of

brace the Marquette Iron ranges which,

NO.

a piece of rock falling from the ceiling
and striking him on the head.” On our

of Northenj Michigan,

circle,

man was

high, “a

the upper Peninsula, draw with your

pencil a small

is

ws.

e

PESSINK BROS.

as

unywhere. Go

f

and’ try

it.

bulk of the population,are mainly from

The Cleveland Mine, which joins the
Sweden and other European countries, Tilden or New York Mine on the east,
and make excellent citizens. They sup- was opened in 1852, and has produced
port schools and chnrches, and are generally free

over sixteen hundred thousand gross tons

from the vices which prevail in

up to the present time; the ore ia
•ome mining regions. The mines nearest hoisted by machinery.The Lake Superto Ishpemingare the( New York, Lake ior Mine, which we next visited;dose by,
of ore

Superior,Barnum, and the Cleveland.
The New York mine is better known

was opened

in 1857, Is

owned mainly by

Boston parties, employs some 250 men,

through the country aa the Tilden mine, and has produced two million gross tons
Mr. Saro’l J. Tilden being now almost the of ore; the main shaft runs down an insole

owner. There

is

an

interestingstory cline of 250 feet, with galleries and

connected with the opening of

this

mine. bers on each

cham-

side.

Nearly twenty years ago, a Mr. A. R. Har-

The Barnum Mine, called after the Con-

low was the head clerk for the adjoining
Clevelandmine. On adjusting the taxes

necticnt Senator of the aame name, who Is

one year he discovered that forty acres on

Superior,

ized in 1865, with Mr. Tilden at its bead.

son Mine, where the first iron ore in the

argely interested in

it,

lies »outh of the

and employs 150 men; some o
which the Comptiny bad been paying its veins have been woiked out. Bores,
taxes as a part of its property did not be- however, made to the depth of five hunlong to the Company. He purchased this dred feet, by the Diamond Drill, have
strip of land for a small sum, and after- established the fact that this mine has
ward leased it for a period of year* to the valuableveins of ore extending directly
New York Iron Mining Company, organ- under the city of Iihpeming. The JackSubsequentlyMr. W. L. Wetmore assumed

region was discovered (1846,) bis been in
the managementof the mine, Mr. Tilden active operation twentytwo years, and
furnishingthe funds. Differences arose produced over eighteen hundred thousand

between them, were carried into
Courts, and are

We

still

the

unadjusted.

descended the ladders to the mine

cross tons of

ore. There

are other

mines

n this Marquette range which will repay

, Then one. if he has time, should
and groped about the dark passages, under make a tour through the mines of the
the guide of a miner, who seemed to have Menomonee region.— Awmcan Agricut-

a morbid relish for

a visit.

designating spots turaUst.

where varions workmen bad been killed
at differenttimes. “Here,” said he, as
we entered one chamber about twenty feet

SuRF-bathing in the gulf at Galveston
has

commenced.

the mortality was over 80 por cent
.
He frequentlydeclared that he wanted
The situation of the British troops in the Zulu
to go to heaven from this sinful world.—*
territoryis reported •• somewhat improved.
Col. Pearson’scommunio&tious with headquar- PhiladelphiaTimex.
ters have been cut off, but ho bolds an intrenched positionand has two months’ proELECTION SUPERVISORS.
the chief city on the PaThs annual meeting of the National vi8ions....Mazatlau,
cific coast of Mexico, is in a state of revolution.
Extracts from the Debate in the National
Association of Veterans of the Mexican War has
... .A cable dispatch announcesthe death of
House of Representativeson the Proposijust been held in Baltimore. Gen. J. W. Den- Count ven Roon, Field Marshal of Germany.
tion to Abolish Them.
ver, of Ohio, was re-electedPresident Next
A St. Petersburg dispatch says the
Mr. Frye (Republican)argued againstthe
year’s meeting will be held at Norfolk, Va.
....Tbo condition of Ayctybishop Purcell’s cqnimit,teeappointed to superintend the.lmrn- amendment He declared its object was for
finances, as revealed t>yi ilio - latest de- iiig Of- Jnfooted houses in the ‘jAague district*
effect not in the South, but in the State of Now
velopments, is that of more hopeless in- has begun operations ____ Lord Dufferin,late
solvency than had been supposed, tho lia- Governor General of Canada, has been appoint- York. In the South, notwithstandingthe elecbilities being now estimated at $4,000,000,
ed British Ambassador to Bt Petersburg____ tion laws, the Republican party had disappeared
while the assets will not exceed $700,000. .
India is threatened with auother famine ____ as the dew before the rising sun. The South

a recent case of yellow fever in
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William Poole and Joseph Font
were ~5entfhcedtTn"New York cily, to State
prison for lifo/in^Novomber,
1877, for the

the United owka, yet

.

.

Louisianapolitic*were tho subject of inves-

.

Committee onthe20tn
Wharton being the
only witnea* called during the day. The witness expressedthe opinion that Mr. Wells was
willing to sell ont to the Democratsprovided
his price were proffered.Maduox was
supposed to have been tho ageut tfirougn
which negotiationswere carried on.
Maddox at one time told witness that he behoved if the State administrationwould give
Gov. (Well* what kas regarded a* ita biggest
’offefr,that Wells’ would be satisfied. Much evi-

.Burned: A cloth mill and six dwellings at Salem, N.) J., loss $23,000; the Opera
House at Columbiis,Ind., loss $75, (BO; tho Atlantic Knitting nmls at Cohoes. N. Y.
States.

mur-

.

tigation by tiie Potter

.

Bismarck reiterates With emphasis that he will
stick to his ptotectfve policy/flespito all oppo-

Capt. Paul Boyton, the man-fish, has
1
der of John Ryan. Investigation shows that
begun the longest swim over undertaken by sition.
they are innocentmen, and an applicationhas
man. He proposes to float from Pittsburgh to
been made to the Governor for their pardon
A juror named Herman Deubon has been ren- New Orleans in his life-saving suit.
CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.
dered insane by the exposition of a murdered
WASHINGTON.
man’s bloody shirt, during a murder trial,in
the city of New York.
The rejport of the special committee February lit. —Tho Senate was engaged
appointed
by the Senate to investigatethe nearly all day on the PoatofflceAppropriationbill.
Ex-Mayor Westervklt,
New
There wan a sharp fluht on the Brazilian mailcauses
of
the
omission of the Hot Springs socYork is dead. • He was the builder of 174 seation from the enrolled Sundry Civil Appfopria1 ateaniship subaidy, but no vote was reached In the
iprop '
going vessels. .. .Both houses of the Connecticut
The House resumed consideration of
lion bill last session says rhat all the evide
evidence matter.
Legislature have passed a resolution co limn- goes to show that the omission was a clerical the Legislative Appropriation- bill. the
ing the action of Congress in passing tl v Antijurors’ test oath amendments being, ,/ in
error.
!l>order. Mr. Halo raised a point of order against
Chineae Immigration bill
Public Printer Defree 8 has written the amendment, which was overruled. Various
... ^ .tl i
THE WEST.
amendments were offered by the Kepublicana, but
an open letter to CongressmanFinlay, of Ohio,
all were voted down. After a two-hours’ struggle,
/ / Catholic Bi&hop Foley, of the Diowho recently inveetigatedDofrees, and made the repeal was carried in the committee ot the
cese of Chicago,died in that city, a few days
quite a damaging report as to hU conduct whole by a vote of 127 to 87. The next amendago, aged 67 years. His diseasewas pneumo- Defrees’ letter is quite caustic, and reviews in ment repealing the Hupervisorsof Election law
w as then taken up. Mr. Hale opened the debate in opnia. i Un^l • the appointment of
now detail Finlay's report. It says that he lies, and poHitton to the repeal,and raised u point of order
BlsjmPt. P*® dioqoso will be in charge of Rev. shall be held responsiblefor its publication.
against it. He characterized the action of the Democrats in trying to force such legislationthrough
Dr. McMullen, Vicar General.
The President lias nominated Ed- Congress
as simply revolutionary,
and said,
Two freighters—James Brady and w rd E. Lane, of Illinois,as United States Con- speaking for the Republicanaide of the House,
Prank Hannon— were recentlymurdered by
at Tunstal; J. H. Stewart, Pennsylvania,f J'*1
nkuow;n Parliamentary rule and
’
device would Ire resorted to to prevent
Indiansbetween Deadwood and Rapid City, in United States Consul at Antwerp; James Riley it from being
paused. Hie Dvmothe Black Hills.
Weaver, of West Virginia, United States Con- cratu defended the movement on the ground that
the law which it waa nought to repeal,iuatead of
Several cases of trichinosis are re- sul at Vienna.
preserving’tlie
purity of the ballot-box,fnrniahed
It is intimated that ex-Gov. Fenton out of the national treasury a campaign fund for
ported in a family near Gridley,Livingston
county,DL One or two deaths have occurred. will have the Berlin mission,and that Senator either party which might be In power to corrupt an
election. The debate was long and spirited,but
A terribly fatal explosion occurred Conover may secure the Central American mis- without reachinga vote on the proposition the
sion.
House adjourned.
at Stockton,Cal., a few days ago. Two or
Ferruaby 20.— In tho Senate, the Army ApThe
Judge
Advocate
General
of
the
three hundred people had gathered for the
propriation bill was reported back from the comArmy
has
acted
on
the
proceedings
and
findpurpose of witnessing the first trial of a now
mittee, divested of all tho army reorganizationsecpropeller pump, set in a slough that ran ings of the Reno Court of Inqniry,recently asthrough tho town. Suddenly, and without any sembled in Chicago.The court in its report tions inserted by the House. .. .Mr. Shields delivwarning, tho engine-boilerexploded, with reached the generalconclusionthat the inouiry ered a speech in favor of the bill granting pensions
frightfuleffect The body of the engine, has not deduced evidence against Maj. Reno to the surviving soldiersof the Mexican war ____
weighing 2,500 pounds, was blown through the which would warrant a trial by court-martial. The Senate had a long fight over the
crowd and landed in the public square, a dis- This has l>een approved. . .In the case of Capt
tance
150 feet Die dead lay Blair, who was tried for conduct unbecomingj Brazilian Mail subsidy amendment to tie
prostrate in every direction,some , fall- an officer and gentleman, in that having been I PoatofflceAppropriation biU. lasting until
midnight. The scheme was finally
ing into the slough from the bridge. married to a Miss Bailey in Scotlandhe after- l| after
adopted, the bill passed, and the Senate adjourned
Ten or twelve bodies lay in one heap at the ward contractedmamage with Mrs. Gordon I at 1 o’clock a. m.
The House spent the entire
northwest corner of tho bridge. Others lay Granger in this country,the sentenceis that he day in consideringthe Floridacontested-election
strewn dead and dying on «e streets,blown be dismissedthe service.
case of Finley vs. Bisbee. A resolution was adoptfrom 50 to 100 feet Die beads of some were
ed unseat ng Horace Bisbee (Republicani and seatPOLITICAL.
1 ing tue Dwnocratk conteatant,John J. Finley. .. .An
blown to pieces; others were blown to the
eyen/ng aelMorf was held, which was devoted to
ground with such force as to break every bone
Hull, Democratic Congressman-elect memorial services in honor of the deceasedmemin their bodies, faces, hands and whole perfrom Florida,has been indicted by a United States 1 bers— Williams, of Michigan, and Welch, of Ne;

—

of

-
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!

inti, United State* Marshal

i

dence of the venality of Louisiana politicians
was developed in the examination of Marsha)

Wharton.

-

The Potter Committee, on Feb. 21, held a
would be solid for the Democratic candidate
rattle*tmiuie res ting seseion, at Which Manager
for Presidentin 1880, law or no law, Supervisor
Whitney, of the Western Union Telegraph
or no Supervisor, United States Marshal or no
Company, said that within the last ninety days
United States Marshal Mr. Frye went on to
there had been some telegrams withdrawn
state that it was the election frauds in 1868 that
had originally caused tho enactment of the
Federal Election law. and that it was the
presentneceerttiesof the Democratic party that

tom

Tho
New

his office, which were sent to

New

York.

telegrams were from Gibson, at
Orleans, to tlie correspondent 0f

New York S’t/n at Washington.
Gon. Butler then cross-examined Marshal

now required its repeal. He gave some of the the
figures of the naturalization and electionfrauds
in New York in 1868, and characterizedthat
election as the most monstrous and marvelous
for fraud, for wickedness,and for every device
of tho devil, that had ever been heard of. He
showed that, oh the 0th of October,in one
single day, the Supreme Court had naturalized 2,1011 persons, and on the 10th of October
the Supreme Court had naturalized 019, and yet
a Judge of Louisianahad been impeached and

Wharton, when it was brought out that Maddox
expected to be appointed chief of the secretservice division, and was to give witness a
place, • Witness said that he had never made
any propositionto any member of theReturnwould lead him to entertainan
idea that he (Wharton) wanted to buy him ont.
He was positive that if tho board did ita duty
Hayes and Packard would surely bo elected.

found guilty for having naturalizedsome 400
When the committee mot on Feb. 24th, the
persona in one day— that hfiing declared to be a
physical impossibility.
He spoke of nine wit- Chairman laid before the body an affidavit of
nesses (one a Captain of a squad) witnessing the
C. W. Woolley,of Cincinnati, offeringto file a
naturalization of nearly 7,000 persons, one of
sworn statement of his connectionwith the electhem (tho Captain) being a witness in one court
tions in Florida and Louisiana, Mr. WooUey
for 006 persons, and swearing that he knew all
being too unwell to travel to Washington.The
the men, while he did not know a single one of
them, and wliile the Judge knew that he did committee voted to hear him at any
receive an
uot, but that he was a drunken thief. In con- time, but declined
clusion, he quoted from Cox’s report on the affidavit Mr. Alex. Diain who is said
Now York election in 1876, in which a high com- to have offered to sell the Florida Returning
pliment is piid to the United States Supervisors Board, asked leave to testify,but no action was
and Marshals.
taken by the committee.James
Maddox,
Mr. Lynda (Democrat) denied the statement replying" to Marshal Wharton’s statements, said
of Mr. Frye as to the false naturalization that Wharton knew that Gov. Wells was for
papers in New York, and asked why it was that, sale, and he proposed that they should
if there was so many false naturalization see Packard in regard to it They talked
papers in 1868, not one person had been the matter over with him, und $30,000was
successfullyprosecuted for using or issuing mentioned as tho sum that would bo required.
them. He believed that the greater p*rt of A few days afterwards it was suggested by
those naturalization papers were valid! Tho Wharton that Packard should promise an office
Ele tlon law had been got up by John L Daven- to Wells. Middox reported ihe con ve nation
port for his own and for partisanpnrpofea. to Wells, who declined the offer. Ho said that
Die way in which the law had been adminis- ho might want to leave New Orleans,and did
tered by Davenport was sketched and criticized not want au -office, hut money. D. J. M.
by him to prove that all these statementsof Jewett, who acted as Secretaryto tho Republican Campaign Committee of Louisianain ISIO,
election frauds were gross exaggerations. He
characterizedthe Lewrenco report of tho elec- testified to false propels made from several
tion of 1868, from which Mr. Frye bad obtained parishes of Louisiana.
bis facts and figures, as tlio most unreliable
Tho Potter Committeewere in secret sespoliticaldocument be bad ever seem
sion at Washington Feb. 25. The agent sent to
Mr. Baker (Republican,Ind.) expressed the
opinionthat his friends on the other side who Tallahasseeto subpoena Solomon reported that
declared themselves in favor of freedom of he was not to be found, and it was thought he
sons steamed in the dirt, and smoke, and
election while they had their binds on tho had gone to Mexico. The questionof present; braska.
cinders.... Six teen persons wore killed out- Grand Jury for violation of the Election law, in
ing a report to Congress upon tho evidence adthroat of the law that secured It were protestright and twentv-six others wounded,
February 21.— In the Senate, Mr. Voorheei ing a little too much Underlying the disensrion duced was discussed, but no determinationwas
connectionwith the late election in Florida. .
four of them fatally.Many were blown a
Die Proliibitionistsof Ohio met in State Con- ' Introduceda bill directing the Secretary of the was tue questionwhich had ciilminatel in tho reached.
considerable distance and escapeduninjured ....
Rebellion, whether or uot tho life of the nation
vention at Columbus the other day, and, after Treasuryto issue icgal tenders equal in amount to
The Snn Francisco Female Lawyer.
E. H. Smith, manager of the Western Union
adoptinga platform,nominated candidates for the fractional currency retired-about$2fi,OOO.i>UC can bo orotooted by tho nation itself. *
Telegraph office at Topeka, has been placed in
Mr. Wood (Democrat) recited tho history of
Mrs. Clara S. Folz is a lady who is
State officers. George T. Stewart was named
j —to pay the arrears of pensions... .Tlie bill regudurance vile, by order of the Kansas Legislatho laws which were proposed to be repealed.
for Governor.
practicing
law in San Francisco, and
ture, for refusing to appear before an investilating the transpor&tion of animals was passed ____ They were but a portion of a series of laws
gating committee and reveal the contents of
A sub-committeeof the Teller Com- Mr. Sannders, from the Committee on Indian Af- passed hi order to keen the Houthern States as who, judging from report, has gone
certain telegrams. . .The Nebraska Legislature
tipendiariosof the Republican party. That about her business in a practicaland
mittee, with Senator Hoar for Chairman, has
fairs, reported without amendment the Senate bill
has appropriated*75,000 to build an addition to
had been intended for the Month, but it was
reasonablemanner. She is describedor
the State Honse, which is found inadequate to been formed to make a Northern investigation. to authorize tho President temporarily to transfer now applied to the North, The gentleman
I the management of certain Indian tribesfrom the
sitting in her office at a table covered
from
Maine
fFrye)
assumed
the wants of tho growing young State.
to
speak
for
his
Murat Halrted, in an interview at I Interiorto the War Department.
The lit use wa*
party when lie said that ho would resist by with legal works — a bright, fair-haired,
1
engaged
all
day
on
the
private
calendar,
and
several
The troubles in Lincoln county, New j Washington the other day, gave it as his opinion
every means in his power tho repeal of those rosy-featured, cheerful, matronly woman,
war claims were squelched.
Mexico, have broken out again, and there will that John Sherman would beat Gen. Grant for
aws. He (Wood) could not speak for his party neatly attired in a dress of dark mateFebruary 22.— Tho Senate spent me aay on
probably be another call for United States troops the ..
Republican nomination for President ____ A the Army Appropriation bill, and struck out all the but ho could speak for one man when he said
rial, over whicli was worn a moat nonthat ho did not care what became of tho apto put down the outlaws who insistupon runjudicial
checkered apron. To an interpropriation
bills.
Ho
believed
there
was
a
ning tilings... .Indians are again becoming ^e^n^^n^^,t^ndr^ere^eaflUiflJing
with tho National party, took place in Btlus clause o( the House bill.... Tho credentials tiigner question than that of appropriating viewer she said : “ There is nothing to
troublesome in the Black Hills.
Washington a few days ago. A correspoudeut of Messrs. Logau, of Illinois; Call, of Florida,and money. Ho could stay in the House as long as
Chicago elevatorscontain 7,588,474 says “they were a very confident body of men. i blator. of Oregon,were received and plvai -u file, any gentleman.The Democratio party could be said about me. I originated from
the cradle, the wash-tub, the sewingbushels of wheat, 3,10(1,763 bushelsof corn, j They claim not only the abiity to "elect the ....The Senate, in executive session,confirmed a resist as long as the Republican party," and he
would
not
consent
to
vote
for
a
dollar
until
machine, and tlie cooking-stove. I have
508,920 bushels of oats, 324,465 bushels of rye Speaker of the next Honse, but to elect the, number ot executive appointments, including that
next President of the United States, and sav , of h. c. Burehard, of Illinois, to be Director of tho this amendment should bo engrafted on the educated myself und am now trying to
and 983,261 bushels of barley,making a grand that they are as certain of carrying i/aine anti
’ United States Mints. -- In the House there was bill
total of 12,571,884 bushels,' against 3,0iw,905
Mr. Garfield (Republican) opposed tho earn a Irving for myself and little ones
Massachusettsthis year as they are of eating an animated discussion of tho bill to repeal the
bushelsat tii is period last year.
Resumptionlaw. Messrs. Garfield and Ewing being amendment He Kaul: Gentlemen (addressing' by practicing law, and 1 mean to suctheir dinners.”
Democratic side oi the House), yen seek to I coed, and that’s all there is to be said
Ne>vs comes from Idaho Territory, Washington corresjionileutsmake tho chief participant*. At the conclusion of tin* the
debate the lull was laid on the table by a vote of cutout a section, ft living section, from tho
via Portland,Oregon, of another massacreof mention of a very ugly bit of unpleasantness 1 11 yeas to 111) nays. .. .The bill restrictingChinese criminallaws of the United Mta.os, and to fsy about me.”
Indians. Tho rather unintelligible account of that came between SenatorsConklingaud Burn- immigrationwas passed, with tbo Senate amend- that tlio ballot-box a lulling, fraud at olootiois,
To Thaw Water-Pipes.
ment*.
intimidation, outrage, poisoningtlio very founthe affair telegraphed by the press agent at side, during an executive session of the Senate.
If you can get at them, pour hot
taiii-npringft
of
tho
eioctivo
fraocliiw)
niiull
l>o
February 24.— In the Senate, Mr. Hamlin,
Portland states the settlers from tho Lower The trouble rose ou t of the discussion of a Rhode
no crimo, and that tho machineryby which water on them alowly, or wrap them
Weiser (in Idaho) some three weeks previously Island appoiutoe of the President, whose name from the Committee on Foreign Affairs, reported
such crime can be punished shall lie don'rqjrcd. with a towel and put hot water on it.
had organized to pursue into the Salmon River was up for confirmation. ConklingchargedRum-J adversely on the bill grantingthe privilege to tho
Dial in what yon propose to do bore to- day,
mountains a band of Indians, who, after side with trickery in committee.
committee, Burnsido said : American AtlanticCable Company to lay and oper- and to do it at the dictationof a party The specific heat of water is very high,
being dispersed by Gen. Howard last the statementwas incorrect Conkling then re- ate a cable betweenthe United States and Europe. caucus. * * » Now. Mr. Chairman,i'f which makes it u good thing to convey
summer, had raided that country, driven off peated his assertions, and appealed to Senators
this l>o tho purpose which wo a’o called
stock and killed Mundav and two others to sustain him. At this Spencer jumped ....The Honse bill authorizing the Secretary of tho upon here to vote ou, we on this aido the heat to the pipes. Inaccessible
pipes and waste-pipes can often be
who pursued them. These Indians were reported up and declared that Conklingwas stat- Navy to accept for a voyage of exploration,
are compelled to meet it in tho spirit
to be returningtoward Payette, when tbo settlers ing the truth. Burnside by this time
by way of Behring's* atraita, the whip of tue constitutionand our rights, and melted ont by inserting into one end a
organized to intercepttnom. They proceeded had worked himself into a furious state of Jeannette,tendered by James Gordon Bennett, was
that wo prop, so to do, and if it takes one small rubber or lead pipe, and pouring
. .The Army
Appropriation bill wan
acroea to Payette, and sodn found signs of In- excitomont, and gave Conkling the tie direct, pwued
night, two nights, ten nights, not while Conor forcing hot water through tins small
dians. They quietly rocounoitered, and made and took occasion to express a fervent wish pissed, rejecting an amendmentto the telegraph
gress lasts shall yon strike from our statutepipe and pushing it forward into the
the discovery6f their camp. Waiting a favor- that he had tho tongue of Blaine, in order that section ot the bill, proposedby Mr. Beck, repealing
books the munimentsfor the protection ofl tho
the right of tho Government to take ponsepaionof
able opportunity,when all were in camp and ho might make a fitting reply to the Henatof
the Western Union TelegraphCompany's lines ut elective franchise. When you do it you must frozen pipes as tlie ice melts. Somenot in the least expecting the near presence of from New York. •
any time when Congress shall see fit.... The bill do it because you have the whole power to do timcfi a jet of steam is available, carried
wliite men, they suddenly surprised and attacked
to prevent the introduction of contagious it, and not by our help, not by onr consol) t A through a garden-hose and used through
FOREIGN.
them, and ’ killed thirty- six of their number,
diseases was disoussed. hut no action taken.
hundred crimiualpro*ecutiqjiH are to-dav pendnearly annihilating the whole camp.”
The lirat battalion of reinforcements The House took up the Revenue hill, disagreed to ing before thf typHljOfftligUnited States to a branch pipe— Plumber and Sanitary
the Senate amendments to the tobacco tax. and orfor 8outh Africa left England on the 20th of dered a conference committeeupon the dl» agreeing punish crimes against tlio elective franchise. Enyineer. :
the SOUTH.
portions....The Sundry Civil Appropriationhill Already enough men from tlio city of Cincin: Baltimore has been greatly scandal- February, amid great enthusiasm.Oilier denati have been sentenced to tho penitentiary
MARKETS^
Was passed under a suspension of the rules.
tachments have followed in rapid snccesMion
ized by the elopement of Liem, Fletcher, of the
February
25.— In tho Men»to, tbo bill to pro- 1 for fraud to take away tho majorityof one of
In England, the Royal College of Physicians
NEW YORK.
navy, aged 46 years, and a married man, w ith ask the Government to appoint a Royal Com- | vent the iniroduotlfn ot contagion*diseases into | tho members on this floor from that, city, and
@10 75
Breves ..... ..........
1 all the proceedingsin the criminal court* aro to
— ........ was
.....passed.
......
. .........
-------- to
*a wife and two children, and Miss Bailey, a so- mission of statesmen,physiciansand specialists “*<ud* country
. .By
a vote of yeas
........... 3 1-5 @ 4 4U
Hoos ...................
i be abandoned at the cry of a party order which
ciety belle, aged 18.... The rohort that yellow to investigate the plague in Russia. In 81 PeCotton .................
........... '•*«« ic
nay* 36, the ftuiate revised to take up the resolu- demands it for party success.
Flour— Superfine ...... ......... . 8 50 (4 8' 76
foyer baa reappeared in New Orleans is denied tersburga commission is forming under Gen
tion declaringDavid 1*. Cothin entitledto a seat a i
Wheat— No. 2 .....................1 U'J (oi 1 13
in a statement signed by Dr. Choppin, Gov. Holfreich, specially to watch over the sanitary
The Potter Investigation.
Senator from South tUfollna In place of M. C. ButCorn— Western Mixed.............44
47
Nicholls, Mayori Patton, and other prominent condition of the troops. I: - i
MSwri. Cameron il’a.), I John F. Coyle, oue of tlie witnesses before Oat*— Mixed ..... i.................'ll (4 3t
citizens. ,
The German Parliament, after an exRyk— Western.
(4 «3
Conover, Matthew* aad Pattersonvoted nay the Potter Commitfteat Washington,swore that Pork— Mess ............
@10 75
. A Virginia constable,near Washing- citing delm to, has adopted,almost unanimously,
with the Democrats.The DefirjtncyAppropriation
Laud
...................
...........
7
" &
ho went to Florida at the requestof Col. Pelton.
Wll wa* conuldeteA'.
There wait a sharp partiton city, went with a poise of thirty-five men the motion of Herr Lasker contestingtho corCHICAGO.
san debate in tho House over tho amendment to Edward Cooper gave him hia cipher and inatruo- Bekveb— Choice Graded Steers ..... 4 70 @ 5 25
to the house of Felix Quanders (colored) for the ( reotness of the Government’sinterpellation of
Ihe Logiilatiy*AppropriationbiU repoaUmj the tions, and ho sent telegrams to Henry HaveCows aud IleileiH.........
2 tU 0 3 !H
purpose of serving a warrant Quanders barlay, and refnsing tho consent of
ElectionSupervisors’l*w. The amendment finally
Medium tp Fair... ....... 4 00 @4 36
rioaded his doors.- Tho constableordered him tho ^'“kstagto the proposedarrests of its
went throughtho committee of tho wiiAlo by a meyor. Ho was authorized to employ money, and Boon .........
.....
« (K) <3 4 80
wvavac', they
•uvjv v*v
v/
to come out, but ho declined. An attempt was atAvaaitsua
I‘iemJ>era ah
In uiaiua
other words,
declare
that vote of 125 to IH). The amteimontrepcaHnjr the did use about $10,000. The witness gave an ao- Flooh— Fancy Wliite Winter Ex.... 4 75 <<$ 5 25
they
have
some'
rights
which
oven
Bismarck
jurors’
tent
•oath
wa*
(
adopted
without
Good to Choice Spring Ex. a 76 (4 4 25
made to firo the house. Tho posHe Uien fired
division, the Republican*iiiterpoaiiiK no opposi- connt of negotiations through Alexander Thein Wheat— No. 3 Spring....Y;-. ....... M (3)
•/ •>
)
thirty-dive sliotu into tlffl house, wounding shall
tion. Die Mil, as thus amended,was then reported" Tor Hie purchase oTtlio RoTnrhlng BoanJThut
No. 8 Spring.. ............77
73
Quaudors, Hr., his wife, two. eons, tlie wife of ii The Khedive of Egypt is having a to tho House and pissed .... Mr. Harris. Chairman
they were iiq*oo:wMe<i ( WitaQprfeltpositive Cobh— No. 2 ...... .......
oqe of the souq, and a female vi«itor. Tho
of uie
the uomnmtee
Committee on eiociiou*.
Elections, reported reiolu- Mr. Thllondntirifr toothing’ tff*tfii$omatters.,.. Oath-No. 2 ..............
peck of trouble. His army officers are clam- or
... 22 @ 23
cotmtable was arrested and placed tinder bonds.
rtion case from
Rom iu regard to tbf oonjeeted olec
. *<« i*5 47
Thomas C. Dunn, one ot the South Caroliui Re- Ryb— No. 2 .............
oring for their long overdue pay, and threaten
Third Congressional District ioUMisiouri. do714 (it
fit)
There was another bungling execu- open revolt if it is not forthcoming, the
turning Board, testifiedthat ho had bcou ap- Barley— No. 2 ..........
icontestAtitVls
not,
and
that
clarimrthat R. «. Frost (contestftiitV
25
Butter -Choice Creamery .........22
proached,
pondiB^fTOtitlng
the
votesof.
South
tion at Louisville, Ky., last Week, tho victim and his Cabinet Ministershave nearly all re- L. 8. Meteal'e iHittiDKmember) is, OU tilled to the
13
Egos— Fresh..
...
Carolina, by eftitf ittroySsblomon,
who stated that Pork— Mess ......
seat.
i!
...
8
US
@10
05
............. S 85
being a colored man named George Washing- signed in disgust. i.. late advices from the
lie was requested to see members of the ReLa an ........
West
Indies
report
another
revolution
in
Hayti
tou. Tbp rope broke, and the negro’s unconturning Board and ascertain whether it was
MILWAUKEE.
scious form hid to bo lifted on the trap and tho In one engagement that took place by mooni
A Boy’s Suicide.
possiblp to outer into any negotiations by which
light
the
Government
forces
lost
thirty-five
rope adjusteda second thtiA 1
W (*?, ’a
No. 4.
die vote of that board could l>o so shaped as to
kijled and eighty -nine wounded. The loss of the
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Lansing, Feb.

22,

on benevolentinstitutions. Mrs. Packard has devoted the
remainder of her life to the cause of
ameliorating the condition of the inmates of insane asylums. Two bills in

alive for five days afterwardwithout its

the Legislature,

from the state capital.
1879.

THE CHANDLER RECEPTION.
Zacliariah Chandler, having been

relation to this matter arc before the

Dreadful Lengths to Which It I* Carried In
Europe— Some of the Experimentsof the
Barbarian*of Science
[London Cor. Chicago Time*.]
The daily press, which has within a short

occurring to Dr. Wertheim that a
speedy death would be a benefit to the

Female

animals, which had recovered their con-

were covered with most
painful burns. Some of the experi-

pugilists swarm in the oil re-

gions of Pennsylvania.

Boston has

sciousness and

to

improve

its

just borrowed $1,000,000
sewerage.

menters have tried to produce artificial
Only sixteen guns of the 17,000 mad©
time made it its business to look into
“ Siamese twins,” and for this purpose by Krupp have burst.
Tuesday, gave a receptionthat evening
The Legislatureadjourned from Fri- physiologicallaboratories, has revealed
they have tied two animals together, There are now 357,958 volumes in
a new hell invented by doctors and phyat the Lansing House in this city. The day noon until Monday evening next.
removed the skin of each at the points the Boston Public Library.
v •
*
•G.W. H.
siologistsfor animals. Only of late
reception took place in the large parlors
of contact, and bound together certain
years has tho practice arisen to its presThe year 1879 began on Wednesday,
organs of the two animals, and thus proof the capital’s principal hotel. They
MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
ent enormity in England. As among
and will end on the same. day.
i;
duced a common circulation of the blood
were crowded until 2 o’clock a. m. The
the vivisectors and their friends may be
The
Town
Treasurer
of
KennebvfikTuesday, Feb. 18.— senate.— Tho Episcopal
such as exists in monstrosities. What
Senator was assisted in the receptionby
reckoned the habit of representingtheir
port, Me., gets $25 a year, and give*
Gov. Croswell,Mrs. Sei^Mor Con^nt, of Church bill pmod,,.., Bills and joint resol u- experiments as few in number, pursued advantage can science and medicine
bonds for $12,000. 8Monroe, and Mrs. Senator Robbins, o tiona introduced:ByJfr. Moore, a joint resolu- only by highly-gifted scientific inquirers have drawn from these experiments?
Work oh the Brooklyn bridge has
tion
amending
tiro
constitution
relative
to
legisMaking
artificial
fistulas
and
tubercles
Adrian. Among
fresdnt were
thoughout Europe, anfi "quite .insignifilative department; by Mr. Chamberlain, for a
come
to a stand-still,owing to a lack of
in
the
stomach
and
lungs
of
dogs;
manv ladies and prominent Republicans law authorizing inspection pf kerosene oil ; by cant in amount compared to the benefifrom all over the State. A banquet Mr. Patterson, to provide an industrial cent results which may be anticipated giving dogs emetics, then tying up their
was spread f-»n the. largo dining- school for girls; by Mr. Bhepard, from them, let us take a passing ^glance throats to render vomiting impossible;
to provide fur the belter preservation
inflaming the spinal ’cord of an animal
hall, and iio<£ tlnjfa
and muntcnauco of section cornel's; ai somo of the “ scientific”experiments by passing a thread through it ; dirid- marked success, but she can toss hej
were served at the tables. The fact by Mr Amblbr, tb regulate the practice of going on in foreign laboratories.
tresses most adroitly. v
ing nerves of the most sensitive charshould be put on record that no liquors
Electricityis found to bo a delicate
These fewr examples are picked here
acter; dessecting the nerves of the test for purity of oils, which are judged
were served. About midnight dancing
I and there from the vivisectors’ own
commenced, lasting for-two hours. Mr. bj Mr. Duffluld, to amfend tho law r^atiof; to records find hand-books of the latest spinal cord ; exciting the most violent of ty the resistancethey offer to Hie
agonies in animals by injecting almost
Chandler left Lansing the next morn- contracts made by married women.
' rmbhWfinhH
.
every kind of chemical or foreign subing for Detroit, afcd from thence to p. m. the. tiqnato balloted for, Ui^tod States
The
Whipping-Post
bill was defeated
Ton
must
know,
in
the
first
place,
stance, however deadly or caustic, into
Washington. Although 66 years of Bmiator, Wim tno followingresult : t'liahdlor,
}%: JJ&merjS ; ^hambfrlarn* 5, r
that^ bef ore
lacing brought into the the jugular or other veins of animals ; in the North Carolina Legislature by
age, Mr. Chandler is
1 Houite.— A bit wai paabodio- regard td ‘the ehftmbM'
toHnre the animals are screwing them down in the grip of iron three votes. It was defeated in the
able physical vigor and endurance.
Kentucky Legislatureby one vote.
publication of Council proceedings in Detroit usually made to fast eighteen hours,
machines, while the operator laid bare
Whatever any one may think of his
.Ono hundred and twenty bills were intro- that the process of digestion may not in
,A Georgia Postmaster, when. a subto the heart, the liver, the brain, or
political views, he is certainly » marked
dujeed, among which irore iho following:To.
scriber
called for his paper, told him
man— a pettbn of tireless energy* great increase the salary of Htato uBicom; relative to -.curftre- WI11(.n 1S HumeumeH useu, ia other interior vitals ; again letting them
“ that there was nothing in the Adverfree,
and
leaving
them
in
such
mangled
executive ability and long experience
! the arrow-poison of the Indians on the
tiser, and he had used it for wrapping
in public life. In person ho is a tall, ___ ____
m _ .. i.i
..a At...
twwfiian/l f nA conditionfor weeks, in one case twenty
construction of a new telescope at tho Univer- Orinoco, which, when infused into the da) s, -and in another ninety, then trying paper.”
large-framedman, but not fleshy.. , His
sily; rektivA to civil actions for slander; to blood of an animal organism,completdlv
it on again, this time resulting in death.
A salmon measuring four feet five
looks indicate great powers oi. endur- provide fof tiro inspection of of salt and lumparalyzesthe system of the* nerves of And after all theghoslfy records of such inches in length was recently presented
ber; also a joint resolution authorizing a Board
ance.
making the animal powerless
of County Auditors.... At !J o’clock the House motion,
-----.
experiments,the bare recital of which to the museum of the itoyal-CoILage of
NUMBER OF BILLS INTRODUCED.
proceeded to tho electionof United States i and. therefore,actually a living corpse, would fill many volumes, we have to Surgeons in London by Frank BuckLast Weduesday-Hthn fiftieth day of
fall back upon the results obtained by land, the naturalist.
the hefcion—-wha ^iclns^djyf^ the
in bk their BensitiVbness -be- the human practitionersof the healing
introductionvbl bills. In the Senate
- ----It is said that no loss than thirty offib EDNfcsDAY,Feb PA— Senate — Bills wore
eomes doubled. In this motionlesscon- art, in their reportsof
' clinical and | c(irfl -n autborityin the Russian
363 bills have been introduced,and in pas«ed: To amend the laws in relation to fire
dition, artificialbreathing being kept
pathological cases.
the House 726, making a grand total of and marine insurance companies; to provide
police have been assassinated since the
up by an apparatus, tho living body is
1,089. Anything like intelligent action for medicaland surgier.ltreatment of indigent
murder of Mezoutzoff,the Chidf of_ Polacerated piecemeal, and kept thus for
upon tliis large array of bills will, of persons at tho UniversityHospital — Bitis and
The Man with a Glass Eye.
lice in St. Petersburg.
________
________ introduced:* By Mr. Childs,
______ , ! days in the most fearful agony. Prof.
joint
re-'olutions
course, rpi^essitateH,long session of the
As
a
train
on
the
Kansas
Pacific
Put commas in thy deeds, and ’twill
to
amend
the
act
to
provide
against
recovery
of
!
Tkyc
of
Edinburgh,
having
once
fastened
wmnenu uu* ai'i 10
iujuji-i y ui . rjeyeoi I^Uinpurgn,naviuguncesaoieueu
Legislature. Mdse tfUoJiave ovefuliy
pulled away from tho Sixteenth street be money in thy purse. In Blair coun.WnaM-paniel^
watched the daily proceedingsmust
depot, a few mornings since, a tall, an- ty, Pa;, a suit for 800 acres of land finds'
have been struck with the want of orig- ter protection of tho righto of laborers; to rep‘‘*M d still more surely by a stout thong
gular
specimen
of
took a seat its excuse for coming up in the omism
,«
e ***-* -i
____
~* humanity
------tho art fortheprotp.’tionoftherightsoffemnles;
j which he put through the nostrils of
inal legislation.Nearly
all the bills inNear
a hole oppositea lady passenger,and, to all ap- 8jon 0f 80 email a point as a comma.
troduoed are towmend «ome tonner leg | in criminal cases; by Mr. Palmer, in regard to
fiJ
JL].- ai; jron jj
...... hbnatob
Senator duuton,
Burton, a cuiureu
colored lucmuci
member
i iiu.? i»*vny u*.
'*** instill* pearances, , wiuj intently engaged
isiauon. JLima
UJUI I.-' noaung log* auu limner m IUU nrvvn, xui.
........ He then cut open the chesfand studying her face. At first the lady j (){ the TeMa Legislature, sends money
kept rolling at each session.' Two years I Mooro, to aid in physical instruction at tho uni
his old mistress
the belly to show his pupils the separate treated the rudeness with good-natured .
vw yi^pnia to assist —
niI
• hlCC
*1)
«f Ixrxrroty
*
- . . W .JT . « . w •'
' i
hence, I suppose the Illation of 1879 ,
intestinal organs.
expression indifference.But at last it began to who raised him and taught him how to
will be largely amended. Whether the tj)0 pCr jjpm 0f members of the State Legislatell
on
her
nerves.
It was a peculiar reed, and who is now living in straitened
of agony when the animal showed
present session proves to be a long or turn from the Upper Peninsula;by Mr. Chamand astonishingpiece of impertinence. circumstances.
berlain, joint resolutionfixing tho salary of its whitfe teeth and tried to | reshort one, very many of the bills introGovernor; also, for reorganizing,regulation sist was, according to the account He apparently had the fatuity of lookThe proprietors of the Charleston
duced will never become laws— and and managementof tho Asylum for Imano
of an eye-witness, most horrible, for ing two ways at once. One of his eyes News and Courier offer $100 in gold
House.
-Bills
and
resolutions
introduced:
By
many of them never ought to.
fearful pain must have been caused by was restless,excited and roved in all for the best serial story, writteri by a
THE STATE P0M0L0GICAL MEETING, Mr. Chase, to raise a revenue to protect aheap
directions. The other, fixed and stony,
the least movement to the nostrils, so
resident of South Carolina, illustrative
this week, in the Capitol, was a success,
against dogs; by Mr. Ferguson, to regulate the
sensitive in the dog. Prof. Bracket,.'of fastened on her with an undeviating of Southern life before, during or since
bringing out about fifty prominent practice of medicine and surgery; by Mr.
Paris, in trying to ascertain the limits of stare. She turned her head away, hut
the war.
fruit-growers from all parts of the State. Palmer, to nreveut catching fish in inland
it interceptedher vision. She tried to
a dog’s attachments, first dug out the
interesting discussions took waters; by Air. Phelps, joint rcfiolution to apA member of a New York jury, in a
point a select committee to devise ways and eyes of his dog. Later he destroyed its hide behind a paper, but she felt
place. A fine display of winter apples tne.uiHto investigate the amount and kind oj discase where $100,000 was involved, rethat
cniel
eye
piercing
through
the
organ of hearing, and then he tortured
attracted much attention. There is no tilled malt liquors sold and kept within the State;
screen, and creeping with a stony look cently, asked the Judge to oblige him
it in all possible ways. The result was
better fruit-growing State than Michi- by Mr Chase, relating to registration of births,
by explainingthe meaning of two words
marriages and deaths; by Mr. Holt, making that, in spite of it all, the dog still all over her features. It seemed to be
Our fine
peaches,
which had been used a good deal durgan. Uur
hue apples, luscious peacues,
the State Gov':
licked his hands. Prof. Brinillard bored picking them up one by one, and exampears and grapes attest this fact most I nmjent for the year IS?.) and 1880,
ining them with care. The thing became ing the trial— the words “plaintiff" and
through the skull of a dog in two places
to allow compoimtion of
fully. The disease known as the yellows 1 >bv
-• Mr.
*r- Raymond,
-------nt
‘defendant.”
with a thick iron bore, ami inserted a unendurable, ami she cried out to him
Sir. to troops for duty on State parade
among our peach trees, however, threatSome curious marriages have occurred
dav.-s bv Mr. Bowen, to provide for build- red-hot iron into its brain. The dog fiercely
ens to do fruit-growersmuch damage. irg and furnishing a residencefor the
“Sir, why do you look at me so per- at Georgetown, Mass., the son of a
howled and shrieked for six days almost
The matter is being thoroughly dis- Governor at Lansing; by Mr. Blackman, to prowidow wedding a girl whose brpther
without cessation, although they tried sistently?”
cussed through the public press of the hibit the sale of tobacco to minora; by Mr.
“Me,
madam,
why,
bless
my
soul!
I
married the widow, while a cluld.born
Knrth, relating to deposits to be made by for- with repeated blows to quiet it, so that
State.
to the first couple has an uncle and a
eign insurancecompanies doing businessin the at last it had to be killed. After this haven’t been looking at you.”
THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
State; by Mr. McNabb, to providefor the taxa“You have, sir — for a half hour or grandfather and a grandmother and an
Brinillard repeated the same experiBy invitation,Dr. Henry A. Reynolds, tion of mortgages.
ment with a young, lively and tractable more your eye has been absolutely rivet- aunt in the same person.
Joint Convention— Tlio two houses of the
of Maine, the great temperance apostle,
dog, which he threw into the river after ed upon my face.”
The value of the eggs produced and
and founder of the Rod Ribbon organ- Legislaturemet in joint convention at noon,
“I beg your pardon, madam, but it’s sold from farms in New York State is
perforatingits brain, that he might see
ization, addressed the members of the and compared tho journals of yesterdayas to
whether it could survive in this con- this eye, is it not?” lifting his finger to something over $2,500,000. Added to
Legislatureand others, on the subject the election of United Staton Senator. Mr.
dition. The animal did not get rid of his left optic.
this the receipts in New York, from
of temperance, in the Hall of the House Chandler was declared duly elected, viceChnst“ Yes, sir, it’s that eye.”
its misery for sixteen days. Dr. Goltz.
Western and other sources, would make
ianev, resigned.
of Representatives,last Saturday even“ Well, madam, that eye won’t do you the total value of eggs produced and
Thursday, Feb.
-Senate. -Bills were of Strasbourg,undertook the study of
ing. A large audience greeted the docpassed- Relative to salaries of county officers; the mutilationof the brain in order to any harm. It generally looks any way sold in New York nearly $6,000,000.
tor. After music, and prayer by the
to incorporate the village of White Cloud Neoverthrow the false theories of the cele- it pleases— it gives me a good deal of
Farming on a grand scale, even with
Rev. Mr. Joy, of the Methodist Episco- waygo countv; to appropriate& non-resident
brated phj siologistFlourens. This pro- trouble. A great many complain of it. the assistance of improved machinery
pal Church, Dr. Reynolds was intro- highway ux 'J 1 mill on each side of the Caro
fessor introduced a new method by At first I thought they were making fun and implements, is a dangerous experiduced, and spoke for fifty minutes, and Wells State road, to repair and finish the
which large portions of the brain were of me, but I’ve found out differently ment, and in the West has terminated
being followed by Robert E. Frazer, of
iaHoU8K.-Mr.White's joint resolutionfor tho torn away and washed out, by means of now. I’ve been knocked down two or
disastrously. It is estimated that the
Ann Arbor, in a spirited and eloquent
relief of the Chicago and Lake Huron Railroad heated spring water, after tho skull had three times for the impertinence of that
money sunk during the past ten years
speech. Dr. Reynolds gave his views of
Company, that ihe penalty incurredfor tho non- been pierced in several places. The cra- eye. I would leave it out altogether
in such undertakings amounts to over
the liquor traffic, stating that in printer-shaped caritiesthus formed were but for the looks of the thing. It’s a $100,000,000.
ciple he was a prohibitionist.He was
washed out. A dog with five holes glass eye, madam— only a glass eye. I
severe in his strictures upon any tax- from tho present township or urajiing Mid
There are 1,500 mule teams constantbored in the head, and with the loss of hope you'll excuse it. But, upon my
law legislation in connection with the Maple For.-st, Crawford county,an^ or8anize
ly on the road between Leadville and
the same into a separate township called Fred- nearly half the brain, lived a month. As soul, I’m not surprisedthat even a glass
liquor traffic. He claimed, and gave
Carson City, both of Colorado. It is a
eric.
Dr. Goltz says : “ We, as well as other eye should feel interested in so pretty a
facts and figures to prove his assertions,
Friday, Fob. 21.— Senate. -Bills and reso- observers, have lost a large number of woman,” and he brought his other eye fair estimateto suppose that at least one
that the so called Maine law was a great lutions were passed: Asking Congress for the
mule balks each day. Now imagine the
animals through inflammation of the to bear upon her in undisguised admirblessing to the people of that State. abolition of polygamy in tho United States;
rest, remembering that there are muleation.
He argued that the removal of the making an appropriationfor tho State Reform brain. No one has succeeded in decoy- The lady laughingly accepted the ex- drivers on that road who speak four
temptation— strong drink— was a great School to cover the deficiency in currentex- ing the brain so extensivelyand handplanation, and the rest of the journey languages and several dialect*.
bar against public drinking. He penses of thfe year 1878, *2,02151 ; to provide ling it so roughly,while still preserving was passed very pleasantly to both of Executions in Malta will hereafter
for the better protection of property tielonging the creature’s life, as mvself.” (What a
thought when the Michigan Legislature to the State Library; for. the appointment of an
be conducted in private, and the hangscientific achievement!)“It does not them.— Rocky Mountain News.
abolished the prohibitory law and en
assistant librarian at a salary of *800.... Adman is not to jump on the condemned
often happen that two physiologistsare
acted a tax law, some years ago, a long journed lift Monday evening.
man’s shoulders so as to aid the rope.
The Plague.
House —The members of the select commit- of one opinion in matters affecting the
stride was taken in the wrong direction.
The prison regulations in Cyprus have
brain.”
Thus
he
goes on: Fifty-one
The plague is one of the oldest things also been amended, so that inmates are
If it is not possible to have the tee voted to go no further with the investigadogs hail portions of the brain washed underthesun. According to Petavius it
whole temperance ioai— -prohibition— tion upon \he charges of bribery and swindling
out of the he-ad, which had been pierced ravaged the whole known world in 767 no longer heavily chained, some with
Dr. Reynolds is in favor of a local- by tho Public Printer, as the charges were not
n several places; this repeated three B. O. In 584 B. C. it made terrible fetters weighing 100 pounds, or confined
option law. Under such a law, he sustained.... A number of bills,all of them of
in iron cages in dark rooms.
a private or local character, were passed.
.Ad- tiiut-H,the creatures mutilated and their
havoc in Carthage, and the people, dethinks, in many places in Michigan,
A curious pair are two brothers in
journed to Monday evening.
Miavionr studied for months. “Interploring the anger of the gods, offered
where a strong temperance sentiment
Monday, Fob. 24.— Both houses of
f
experiment on a delicately up their children as sacrifices. Thu- Hartford, Ct., employed at the same
prevails, no liquors could or would be lature convened at 8 p. m. Numerous pert*
place of business some miles from their
(I little bitch; left side of the
cydides has left a graphic description of
sold. Dr. Reynolds’ risil to Lansing tions were presentedasking for the paeiage of
brain extracted; wire pincers on tho the plague which raged in Athens in 430 homes, who had a falling out some dozhas done much good. His radical views a prohibitorylaw, and remonstrating against
hind f^t. Doleful whining, the littb B. C., and which extended over Egypt en years ago, and have never spoken to
have strengthened the faith of many of pending bills. No business of a generalcharanimal began again to howl piteously. and Ethiopia. In the eighteenthyear each other since, though they ride to
the timid members. The “signs of the acter was transactod.
Soon afterward foamed at tho mouth. of the Christianera Rame wrs dci>opu- and from work in the same wagon, pretimes” are more hopeful Senator
Mishaps
of a Bridal Party.
The same dog operated upon again lated at the rate of 10,000 daily. Three serving a moody silence toward each
Childs, an influentialand practical
other.
(date given). Soon after became blind ;
The
Dayton
(Ohio)
Journal
gives
an
centuries and a half later the plague apman, is an out-and-outprohibitonist.A
died of inflammation of the brain. The peared in Britain, where the living were
The English sparrow is complained
Legislative temperance society, after the account of the narrow* escape of a bridal
order of the Congressional society, has party that left that city on a recent dissected brain resembled a “lately- not able to bury the dead. There is of as a marauder. Fifteen miles from
been organized,being composed, up to uiglit to go some three miles out on hoed potato-field.”“These mutilated little reason to doubt the statement that New York city, these birds have become
Wolf Creek turnpike to be mar- nuinials, no longer able to scratch 200 persons perished daily in London a common nuisance,gathering in flocks
this time, of about forty members.
ried. Ihe bride was Miss Jennie Ed- themselves,twist about in the most during an epidemic which raged in of fifty or more, and seeking what they
ABOLISH THE FEE SYSTEM.
Representative Parker, of Macomb wards, of Cincinnati,and the bride- ludicrous fashion,’’ says this grim 1348, and which prevailed throughout may devour. Last summer they atcounty, has introduced a bill to abolish groom Aljen Wolf. They went in a humorist. He speaks of two dogs ren- Europe. In 1478 more persons per- tacked a field of corn, tore open the
the fee system and pay officers salaries- two-horse coach, and were accompanied dered imbecile by loss of part of the ished in England by pestilence than had husks of the ears with their bills, and
Every honest and thoughtful man in by a young lady and gentleman, be- brain, and says : “ The awkward move- died in fifteen years of continued war ate the corn from- the ear while it was
the State will hope that this bill, or a sides the driver and a boy, who sat out- ments of one gave the impression of a At various periods of its history Lon- “in the milk.”
Owing to the severity of the weather
similar one, may become a law. It is side on the box. When they had gone jack pudding,” and so on. Some of don has suffered terribly from plague.
high time that the whole loose, expen- one mile they came to a narrow place in the dugs had attacks of madness after More than 20,000 pertons perished in the forests of the Bernese Jura are in
site and corrupt system of fees was the road where there is a steep the operation and died in a few days. 1603-4, and more than 35,000 in 1625. fested by droves of wild boars, someembankment, at the foot of which the In conclusion, Prof. Goltz refers to the But it was not until 1665 that that city times so numerous as to defy attack.
abolished.
creek flows. It was exceedingly dark. altogether unsatisfactory results of all learned what a scourge the plague might Bands of wolves hover about the farms
UNIVERSITY MATTERS.
By invitation, Dr. Charles Bynd,of The driver was about to get down to the cruel experiments, and proposes a become. A moderate estimate says that at night, and hundreds qt hungry chaAdrian, one of the Regents, will speak lead his team past the dangerous place, series of fresh experimekts in order to 68,506 persons perished, while other au- mois have descended from the mountupon University matters in Representa- when one of the horses stumbled, and clear up the latest doubts. I must not thoritiesstate the number at 100,000. ains and are wandering about the valforget the experiments of burning, in Since that period England has been tol- leys in search of food.
tive Hall, on Wednesday evening, Feb. they plunged headlong down the abyss,
26. Matters at the University,as many carrying the carriage and the occupants which Dr. Wertheim, of Vienna, killed erably free from the plague, but it has
The police in Alsace and Lorraine
thirty dogs. After giving chloroform,
carried off 80,500 persons in Persia, have seized great quantities of cigareite
of our readers know, have been sadly with them. The boy and the driver eshe poured boiling water nine times ovec 800,000 in Egypt, and 60, 000 at Mar“mixed” for a long time. Like every caped. The carriage stopped in the
paper in the shape of a tricolor and infive of them, and he set light to the
other question, there are two sides to edge of the stream, and by some means
seilles at one visitation.
scribed with the arms of Stmbonig;
the matter. Dr, Rose has been rein- the occupants were extricated before other twenty-five nine times, one after
Metz, etc. ; also many labels for bottles
entirely strangled. The the other, with turpentine. By these
stalled in the medical department of the they
The draft of negro laborers to Texas marked “Liberation Liquor” and “Exmeans the chest and belly of the first
University at a salary of $1,600 per an- party went to the nearest house, sent
ha*
impelled the Legislaturesof Ala- tract of France, to be takefl at the
for the minister, were married,and went five were boiled, and of the -other
num.
bama
and Georgia to impose a license psychologicalmoment,” and some miniaback to Dayton, where the wedding twenty-five roasted. The revolting
MRS. E. P. w. PACKARD,
tax
of
$100 upon every person soliciting ture map* with the severed territory in
cruelty of this experimentconsistedin
of Chicago, made some strong argu- supper was enjoyed all the more for the
black.
people to emigrate from those States.
this, that some of the dogs remained
ments, before the proper committees of narrow escape of the party.

elected
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Saturday, March

Newfoundlandwhen they make a good
one. Who knows but what this lucky
find may settle the whole fishery dispute
of

1879.

1st,

GREENBACKS AT PAR.

ble to bo plundered by the savage natives

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

between Canada and'thls country.

Now

SPLENDID OFFERS.

TITO

Sbcuktaby Sherman, in answer to an
inquiry from Fernando Wood, stales that
new subscrib-

REDUCTION

CHEAP CASH STORE

in the

A locomotivedespatched from Laporte,

Commencing with
1} Volume

will

and

if

Ind., to Chicago, for physicians to attend
a

mau who

back in one

A3LBO

Great Reduction made

hour and forty minutes. The distance is
fifty-eight miles

paid three months

h AiRjs.iisra-Tonsr.,

died at Laporte of apoplexy,

ran the entire distance and

poid in ad-

if

if paid at six

00

$2.

— No.

Holland City

be $1.50

vance, $1.75
later,

issue

and henceforth the sub-

8,

scription price of the

News

the

OF

e.

treasury not otherwise appropriated.”

PRICE

IN

the time to buy your Clothing cheaper than

ever before offered in the State of Michigan
AT THE

Anyone sending ns ten
with the oMh in advance, will re- the amount of gold in the treasury on the
ceive as a premium, * fine new Sowing 15th instant was $188,877,271 ; of silver,
$35,565,438; total, $168,742,700, of which
Anyone sending ns twenty new sub- amount $186,467,264 was available for rescribers, with the cash in advance, will
sumption.Mr. Sherman is unable to inreoeire a Bickford Knitting Machine,
form Mr. Wood whether the resumption
the cost ef which is 130.
ers,

fund can be considered as “moneys

is

the best fifty

each way, making a speed

of 116 miles in 100

minutes.

and

months.

The English Government has chartered
Andeau to carry a portion of
do with previous contracts and will
the artilleryto the Cape. This is the sixbe strictly adhered to.

Boots and Shoes, Dry Goods and Groceries,
cent Tea in the city, also, a large line of Sugars
in

French Colognes.

Coffees, a good article of

These conditions have nothing to

the steamer

and Wood at Reasonable

Shingles, Lath, Lime, Salt,

Prices.

teenth steamer chartered to carry troops

Our friends, solicitorsand agents

and war material to South Africa.

in neighboring towns will please ac-

above as

cept the

Will take nearly all kinds

A Card.

official notification.

hereby tender my heartfelt thanks to
Masonic brotherhoodat large and to
the members of Unity Lodge No. 101, F.
& A. M., In particular,for the kind and
tender interest they have taken and aid
renderedduring and since the death of
my husband.

of Produce in Exchange. Railroad ties Wanted.

I

FBEC. DOUGLASS OR THE NEGBO.

the

Mr. Fred. Dougl&ss takes a very sensible

view of Mr. Windom’s proposition to

move

re-

negroes from the bull-dosed States

expense. He

at the national

objects to

it

as a class legislation,calculated to excite

objects to
for

it,

Holland, Feb. 15,

as “a cry of despair'’

also,

which there is no

sufficient

he looks hopefully for a
Improvementin the soutuern states.

cannot be forced by

act of, Congress,

can only be delayed

by

and

based upon

ONLY

thinks that personal ambitionswill lead to

party divisions, and that the vote of the

come

to

be

and the

solicited,

parties, as

the votes of foreign-

born electorsare solicitedelsewhere. He

and Nervousness. The old gentleman
that if it were possible it would be folly to
has means which make him independent,
establisha purely negro state in this coun- and he employs bis time and money in a

by

voluntary emigration
advantage. That, most

to their

likely, is the

Windom

thing that Mr.

has in

very

view. Of

course he cannot expect this congress or
the next to favor

tion

any scheme ot emigra-

at the national expense.

His object

evidentlyis to point out clearly to the
southern negroes a course that lies open to

them, and leave them to pursue it

for

TRUTHS.
Hop Bitters are tie Purest and Best Bitters

EVER MADE.

PditM

telegrams to the Chicago Times from

They are compounded from Hops, Bucha,

peal

Mumlrake and Dandelion,— the oldest, best and
most valuable medicinesin the world and con
tain all the best and most curative properties
of other Bitters,being the greatest Blood Purifier, Liver Regulator, and Life and Health RestoringAgent on earth. No disease or ill
health can possibly long exist where these Bitters are used, so varied and perfect are their

Washington indicate that a feeling pre-

Now

vails favorable to an amicable settlement

that

we

are having changeable

weather, and almost everybody has a “bad

two
houses before the 4th of March. The cold” you will do well to remember
points wherein it is thought likely the virtue of Macalister's Cough Mixiure,

of the questions at issue between the

the

reorganization scheme, while the senate ing cough, and all diseases of the throat
will back down gracefully on the clause and lungs. Prepared by John P. Lee,
in the army bill forbidding the use of cor. Halstead and Harrison sirs, Chicago,
troops at elections,the repeal of the test
qaulifleation

for jurors and

the

and

is for sale at

Schouteu &

drugstore. Price 50

and at least one
down over against

not have lived in vain,

cts.

and

$1.

36-flm

Close confinement,careful attentionto
all factory work, gives the operatives palid

numberless sins. A fight is likely to faces, poor appetite, languid,miserable
be caused in the senate by the attempt of feeling,poor blood, inactive liver, kidneys
and urinary troubles, and all the physithe republicansto seat Corbin, of South
cians and medicine in the world cannot
Carolina, in Butler’s place. The demohelp them unless they get out doors or use
crats announce their determination
to oc- Hop Bitters, made of the purest and best
cupy their seats continuously until the of remedies, and especially for such cases,
having abundance of health, sunshineand
4th of March rather than permit such an
rosy cheeks in them. None need suffer if
infamy, and they are doubtless justified
they will use them freely. They cost but
in their determination. The question of a trifle. See another column.
on

this

more

than upon tde appropriation

up-

bills.

of the Society of Arts of

Jan.

GEO. L.

SONS.

season off our

own

frosty coasts, and with

their great experience and skill,

probability,

be

with

arts

and 24 days.

with the imperfect means at the

pMwtisemnrtiS.

command

man, by the statement of Mr. Bertelot,

now takes as many
twenty-six men in

fish in

one day

as

NewfounUnd. This

good news to American fishermen,
who are reported to have made a poor

will he

and Manufactoryon the Corner of

SEVENTH AND FISH

2
8

rpiIE Job of building a brick school-honso In tho
JL Village of Zee and. wiH he let on Ssttrday
the 8th day of March next, at one o'clock m the

DEN HERDER,

Zkelvhd, Mich., Fob.

81,

DWtctor.

1879.

»-2w.

-ALSO—
An immense lot

Stekotee,) a full stock of

Mss.

Forks,

Nice Corsets for 25 Cents.

“

“

“
“
“

•«

“
“
“

.......

GEO.
l-18w

•A

complete lino of Groceries, which are

class Soaps In large quantities.

LfiffloMfraihfroBlloWest

Mob.

Nuts.Washers.Rivets,
Springs, Drag Teeth. Toe-

Our 40

cts.

Tea beats everything.

Clover and Timothy Seeds always on hand.
A Good Cigar for 5 cents, etc., etc. «t

GALVANIZED

P.

Pipe, Globe

Holland, Feb.

8,

&

A.

STEKETEE,

1870.

A new

BABBITT^METAL.
Tin and Coppcrware made and repaired to Order.

Clover,
hand.

Timothy and Garden

seeds on

•

’

Thankful for past favors, I shall endeavor to lerve my customers, to their
satisfactionat the lowest

rates.

ERRORS whoOP YOUTH.

suffered for vears from
Nervous DBBIL11 Y. PRBM ATUftB
and all the effects of youthful Indiscretion,will for
L.
tho cake of suffering humanity, send free to all
Holland, Mich.
who need U,ihe recipe aud direction for raakin
the simple remedy by which he was cured. 8u
and portiwld—Tar. feron* wishingto profit by the advertiser’s experBeverly Dudoet j lence can do so by addressing in perfectconfidence.

A

DECAY

BRUNER.

per wet-k too/Tiu

J0I,S “• 0GDES'

12

9t"

7m/

1-tf

A GENTLEMAN

EudiOttiintf
to

RUBBER

always kepi fresh by continual arrival. Dobbins’ and other first-

Files

Bolts,

SgNT
FREE
UaKH

40

A

BOOTS. SHOES and
GOODS, also

Patent Firebacks at 55 cents.

“

5 “

of Flannels, in all colors,and of
differentprices.

kind of file for
Carpenters, and others. Come and
see them.

STS.

......... ..... 2.25
......... .. .. 2.00
Parlor ......... .:... 2.25

afternoon,

J.

catch the present season, and who are lia-

“
“ 1

and

Double Entler.

the factory.

Drawings and Specificationscan bo seen at the
of the undersigned.

<fc A.

Skirts, Balmorals. Sheetings—bleached and unbleached—In endless variety.

Valves, WellpoInU,and their fittings.

Please cull and see samples at

SCHOOL HOUSE.

office

KLEYN

new

fine Drees Goods,
Spring Styles.

lot of

at Wholesale Rates.

WROUGHT

11

of the natives of the Canaries, one fisher-

of new Spring Style Calicoes and a
splendidlot of Ginghams, also

A new

Band, Boimil.Sdiiare,Hoop Iron, & Mill

Flat,

Wire, Twine and Brush.

•*
Acute Bronchitis, In Manlto.HI.,
on Friday, Fob. 21,1879. Margaret Anna Gilrore, daughter of the Rev. W. fi. Gilmore and
Christina C. Van Raalte, aged (.years,5 months

exceptional, seeing that,

A largo line

Just Received ot

(next door to P.

MEL1S.

& A. STEKETEE.

ilUIUUIVC,

No. 1 Carpet .........

GILMORK-Of
of

hardy fishermen from the severity of the

P.

KONING,

Att'y* for Aetigiue of Mortqaqt.

J.R.

C.

Just received at

calks, Horseshoes, and Nails, Stake Rings,
Ferrules, Cockeyes,Wblflle-tree Clips,
Etc., Etc.. Etc.

PRICE LIST.

irathjs.

new find

offers a tempting field for the resort

M3w

Wagon Skeins, Scat

“

this

A.

WM.

SPRING GOODS

Aneiqnee of Mortqaqt.

Machine and Carriage
Manufacturerand dealer in

of those latitudes, the catch must, in all

end of March

GERRIT

y

and Best.

29-1

Mrs.

and tackle unknown to the rude resources

to the

CANT-HOOKS.

Howard & McBride

StoTit, Glut, Hails, Loch, Batts,

BRUNER

"lUUHVUj

Place

Opposite the Post-Office.

Carpenters',Masons’,

“
“
“
». 2
..... 2.00 “
'* 1 Common .......
...... 1.75 “
“ 2 “
“ 8 “ ...... ...... 1.50 “
11 4
...... 1.25 “

October

Remember the

The Newest, Strongest,

the front door of the Court House In the city
of Grand Haven, Ottawa county, Michigan. (that being the place of holding the Circuit Court for the
said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan).
The premises to be sold are described In said mortgage as follows, to wit: All that certain piece nr
parcel of land, situate in the city of Holland, in the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and
describedas follows,to-wit: the west half of lot
numbered seventeen (17). in block numbered
thirty-eight(33) in the city (lute villngejofHolland,
in tliu County of Ottawa, State of Michigan,according io the recorded map of said city.
Dated, Holland, Mich.. February 13,’ A. D. 1879.

Maine.

one-fourth Codfish of great size and the re-

mainder various and unknown to our
fishermen. As the best season is from

operation.

-AL80-

kinds of Shingles for sale at

&

cheerfully show the goods
and explain their

day, at

HARRINGTON.

VAN PUTTEN

Come and examine. We will

business yon can engage In. $5 to S*)
per day made by any worker ol either Trlplc Plated Silver,German Siver, Brittania,Alsex,
ex, right in their own localities,
localities. Parbata, Star Steel,Table and Teaspoons.
tlcnlarsand sam pies worth $5 free. Improve your
spare time at thin business. Address Htinson A
Potts1 Polishing Irons.
Co., Portland,
3-It

Office

G.

to build, to our Stationary
Knob Shank Mortice Lock.

Monday, the nineteenth day of May, A.
D. 1879, at °i‘e o’clock In the afternoon of said

kinds of fresh Taffy at

ry Islands. These fish are said to be about

public, who are, or anticipate

BEST

PESSINK BROS.
All

the attention of the

call

A largo stock of

discoveryof apparentlyexhaustless

supplies of fish in the waters off the Cana-

We

AND FARMERS’ TOOLS,

1
All

17 announces the interesting and important

Simple, Beautiful, Safe.

Cant -Hooks!

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

A very large and handsome stock of
ready made clothing has just been received

E. J.

!

snid mortgage, or any part thereof ; Notice U hereby
aiven, that by virtue of the power of sale contained
In said mortgageand 'he statute in such case made
and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale of the mortgaged premises, or so much
thereof as shall be necessaryto pay the amount
due on said mortgage,lor principal and interest,
said attornei's fee and the cost and expensesof
advertising,foreclosureand sale, allowed bylaw, at
public auction or vendue, to the highest bidder, on

TRY HOP COUGH CURE AND PAIN RELIEF.

Mr. Butler and the members of his party and opened up at Harrington’s Cheap
are perfectlyin earnest in their threat to Cash Store. Whole suits can be bought
impede all legislation if the republicans there for prices which would formerly be
asked for a single coat.
undertaketo seat Corbin.
Toe Journal

)C LI

l-4w

VJ

have been saved by so doing.
will be paid for a case th y will not cure or
help.
Do not suffer yourself or let your friends
suffer, but use and urge them to use Hop
Bitters.
Remember, Hop Bitters is no vile, drugged
drunken nostrum, but the Purest and Best
Medicine ever made; the “In valid's Friend
and Hope,” and no person or family should be
withoutthem. Try the Bitters to-day.

its

an extra session,indeed, hinges

18T9.

Mortgage Sale.

•

Factory Facts.

succeed in blocking this latter steal it will

set

NEW LOCKS!

TAEFAULT

No matter what your feelings or
are, what the disease or ailment is, use Ho
Bitters. Don’t wait until you are sick, but ff
you only feel bad or miserable, use the Bitters
at once. It may save your life. Hundreds

Brazilian mail subsidy. If the house shall

good deed may be

Dated, Holland. Feb. 3d,

Intoxicating.
symptoms

West veer’s

!

P. PFANSTIEHL,
Z. L. GRISWOLD.

operations.
They give new life and vigor to the aged and
infirm. To all wuose employmentscause irregularityof the bowels or urinary organs, or
who require an Appetizer,Tonic and mild
Stimulant, these Bitters are Invaluable, being
highly curative,tonic and stimulating,without

the

house will yeild are the pressing of the best in the market for coughs, colds, asthsupervisors of elections bill and the army ma, spitting of blood, influenza, whoop-

oath

LOCKS ! LOCKS

hereby given that the co-partneri i ship hertoforo existing between the undersigned, under the firm name of Pfanstlehl A Griswold, is this day dissolved by mutnal consent. A 11
account" with' said firm must be settled by Mr. P.
Pfanstlehl,who will continue the business.
is

Dissolution Notice.

themselves.

The

$11.00
-

VTOTICE

having been made in the conditions
of an indenture of mortgage, dated, ac
knowledged and delivered, on the twenty-sixth
day of March, A. D. 1877, by Jacob Van de
Roovaart.of the city 'of Chicago, Illinois, 'o
Henry Wesiveer, ol the same place, recordedin
the ottlceof iho Registerof Deeds, of Ottawa
County,Michigan, in Liber No. 5 of mortgages, on
page five hundred,on the thirtiethday of
March, A. D. 1877, and assigned bv Henry Westveer, on the ninth day of December,
ir, A. D. 1878,
If
by
an InstrumentIn writing, to Gerrlt A. Koning,of
the city of Holland, Michigan. The assignment
VTOTICE la hereby given that the co-partnership of laid mortgage was on the thirteenth day of
1 V
heretofore existing between the underaigned, January, A. I). 1879, recorded in the office ot the
under the hrm name of Buinkman A Kamps. Register ol Deeds, of Ottawa county, Michigan.In
is this day dissolved by mutual consent. All ac- Liber No. 4 of mortcagei,on page four hundred
counts with said firm must be settled with Mr. B. and thirty-eight. Whereas, there Is now due and
Kamps. who will continue the same business as unpaid at the date of this notice,one hundred ana
thirty eight dollatsfor principal and interest,also
heretofore.
ten dollars as an attorney fee providedfor In said
H. M. BRINKMAN.
mortgage, if proceedingsare taken to loreclose
B. KAMI’S.
the same, and no suit at law or In chancery having
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.. Mich., February19, 1379.
been instituted to recover the debt, secured by
3- 2w

very laudable enterprise. He sends the
recipe free to any person sending for it,
with instructions for preparingand using,
requiringonly that the party so sending
enclose a stamp to pay the postage. He
has now distributed over one million of
those recipes,and in this part many have
been cured by the use of the same. It is
said to be very reliable, and those who
are troubled with any of those diseases
would do well to address the philanthropic
old gentleman, and have a trial of the
recipe, which lias cured so many.
26-ly-e o w

to

the negroes,

and that it would undoubtedly be

.

Mich.

further thinks that it is impossible, and

try. There is no objection, however,

otice

CLOCKS VERY CHEAP.

negro himself protected in casting it, by

opposing

DissolutionN
!

ELGIN WATCHES,

It

assumed race antagonism. Mr. Douglas

will

WATCHES

aggressive in the acquisition of wealth, at
the expense of the working classes. Hence
Great Reduction In Prices of
the agitation in favor of Socialism. There
may be grounds for this imagination, but
we have yet in our midst our Peter CoopStem and Key-Winding Watches, SilverCases,
re’s, our George Peabody’s and our Miss
Fine Movements
Nightingale's— who think more of the
wcltare of the struggling classes, than
many are aware of, and who employ their
time and money in extendinggood to as
- ALSO
many as possible in their declining years.
One of those is an old retiredphysician by
the name of J. P. Mountain, whose ad
at H. WIJKHUIZEN.
dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
placed in Ids hands a simple cure for Con- Watch and Clockmakcr.9th street,oppositeFirst
S-13
sumption, Catarrh, Asthma, Headache Reformed Church,Holland,

prejudices, however,

must necessarily be the work ot time.

negro

CHEAP.

Clothes Pins by the Box, or dozen,

1870.

Some people imagine that rich men are
becoming more wedded to riches, more

ern States, and

acts

'BUFFALO LIJfEQ BOOTS AT COST 10 CLOSE OUT S100K.

A

Giorgi Peabody and Socl&liim,

iu the condition of the negro in the north-

The softening of

WOOL

cause. He

has himself witnessed a vast improvement

like

fine stock of

Mrs. Jas. E. Higgins.

He

rather than allay race animosities.

New Orleans Sugars.

A very

“k-

„

SOLD BY
H.

Mn,

METER
to
DRALERS IN
Coffin, Soring

-

CO.,

Mm

Sic

RIVER STREET. HOLLAND, MICH.
43-d

y

W. H. Parks, Esq

lotting*.
caljed this an open winter!

notice that Rev. J. Meulendijk,of

Just received at the store of G.
Koning a barrel of fresh sweet cider,

--

Now

your chance.

is

The Grand Rapids Daily Democrat of
the 28d Inst., gives an iuteiestini’little

E. VaNdkrVken &Cn., are still receiving between 50 and 00 sleigh loads of
stave bolls per day.

sketch about our city.

We

find advertised in De Hope a

Sunday

.

One

Mr. II. Boone, our popular livery man, power

School Convention,which will be held in
this city, In the First Reformed Church,

arrived

on Tuesday, March llth.

fine looking fresh horses.

home on Monday

lust with

any time, anywhere, and

any position. Mr. Greeley had

twenty

power

CT.

in

this

GROCERIES. E. HEROLD,
- have on hand a fine tot of

o

The floods in southern Franco and
The great mortality of fish on the FloriCOFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,
den Berg, of Grand Rapids, formerly a
da coast last fall is said to have been northernSpain are appalling in their magresident of this city, has been employed by
caused by the noxious gases from a sub- nitude, hundreds of people being thrown
F. W. Wurzburg, cor. canal and Bronson
on the public charity by the destruction of
marine volcano.
CIQAGtS and TGKBACCOS.
rtreeta, Grand Rapids.
their hou.-es,while many others lose their
List of letters remaining in the Post
The stock of goods of Werkman & office at Holland,Mich., Feb. 27th, 1879: lives.
I have a Japan Tea at 40 cts.
Sons was sold on Monday last under chatChandler Ford, John Shulfer, Miss Mary
Stop that Cough! By using the Ameriwhich cannot be surpassed.
tel mortgage to the morgages— Messrs
Webster,John Gunstra.
cau Cough Cure, will cure Colds, Coughs,
J. Van Putten, and J. Van Dyk & Sons
and Croup, will prevent and cure Con- Also a nice lot of Cooking and Eating
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
—for the amount of the mortgage and
sumption, speedy, certain, and effectual,
Apples, Potatoes, Cabbage, Turnips
costs.
Our County Clerk— Mr. A. A. Tracy—
and all kinds of Vegetables.

_

CANDIES,

Wm.

readers will notice that Rev.

B. Gil-

has set next Tuesday, March 4th, for the

day to

more and lady have lost two children in
quick succession. It is remarkable,here
as well as elsewhete,

how

nis

accommodate
those people who wish to become citizens
of the United States, and take out the
be in this city to

necessary papers therefor.

fatal a areat

many diseasestermlnate this winter, which
are made light of in ordinary seasons.

The

house was guilty of an unaccount-

able eccentricityon Tuesday last iu voting

to allow Metcalfe, a republican member

&

Co., Druggist

and

I am now selling thav
i\ Howe
Howt Sewing Machine,
and wilt henceforth keen
lep It for
fo
sale at my store
Peddling machines with wagons ha* been abollshco
for the simple reason that the prices of machines
ate too low to admit of any expense In that way
Call in and get bargains.
B.

Hollanb, Mich., Sept.

Mr. John Brown, conductor ou

tho

Grand Haven railroad,has thrown up

his

else.

He

Although

and gone west, or somewhere

HEROLD.

1877.

DEALER IN

Choice Butter

& Fresh

Boots and Shoes

Eggs.

left his accounts all square.
lie

1,

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

alway on hand.

situation

US.

—

\p
:V>::•

Fresh Oysters and Sweet Cider

quitted his place .unexpected-

sick family and other hinder not accordingto the politics of the conThe Young Men’s Christian Association
ances. We are obliged to remain quietly testant, is something entirely new in the of the Village of Zeeland, had a very inat home, we hope, to see you back here American house of representatives.
terestingmeeting on Tuesday evening

Give me a

last, calling

out

a

large

audience.

By looking over our new advertsiements
examination of the fruit buds has our readers will notice that Mr. H. Wijk- At the regular meetings of this society
shown that they are all right yet, and the buisen lias extended ids business and is they make the evenings interesting
reports from the south and southwestindi- now offering for sale the world renouned by useful and arduous debate. On this
cate that the severe frost they have had in Elgin Watches at greatly reduced prices. evening they argued on the subject of
those regions this winter have destroyed Some samples were shown us to judge o secret societies, which was the occasion of
all hopes for any peaches, and the Chicago the appearance of the goods, and we do calling out a largo number of friends.
The society is in a flourishing condition.
fruit dealers have been informed that they not hesitate to pronounce these goods ele-

Call.

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

48-3ra

FIRST

a

with renewed vigor and strength.

CALL AND SEE
--

Apothecaries,

Hoiluiul,Mich.

We have just received a magnificently
ly and unceremoniously,no act of his as
engraved invitation Irom Dr. R. B. Best, from Missouri, to retain his seat, although
the employs of the company in the least
to be present at the commencement exer- it was contestedby Frost, a democrat.
has impaired the confidence of the officers
cises, at Bellevue Hospital Medical College, The doctrine that contests are to be settled
of the road in \\\m— Allegan Democrat.
New York City. Thanks, doctor; but accordingto the justice of the claim, and
owing to

A Complete assortmentof Children'* end Infanta'
ahoes for fall and winter,end s full Hue of
Ladles' and Gentleman'swear.

it. Price 50 cents. Sold by T. E. An-

try

By reading over the death notices our

Just received st

One door west of Bosnian, where can be found
a completestock of

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

also.

James Van

are informed that Mr.

OF

& SHOES
A-LBIER/S, BOOTS
—
—
1

We

—

Within to inform thocitixeiMofHolland and
vicinity
otnity that he has remoiM
remoi his stock of
" -------- **ewelry
store of
bltOCEKlES
In the
J ci

of Gen. Butler’s peculiaritiesis his
to sleep

KONIHG ITEW stock:
—

G. A.

this winter.

Otley, Iowa, has been called to Danforth,
111., and accepted it
----A.,

%

A Larne and Fine

better during the

past ten days than any time before during

We
Who

Slkiohixo 1ms been

convalescini?.

, is

WARD

Of the neatest styles and best qualitieswhich
offer cheaper than anybody else.

DRUG STORE,
Three doors East

of Kruisenga's Store.

An

nepd not expect any
ter

from that quar- gant, and well worthy the attention of anynext summer. Perhaps our fruit grow- body who wants to purchase a good watch
fruit

ers will reap the benefit of the scarcity in

for a small amount of

money.

Mr

Dr.Il.A.Scliouteii, Makes Custom Work
PROFILIKTOR..
Specialty.
This new store will kee
<*p a full supply of the best
and finest

D B
lltiicinti, Firfotritj, Toilit

Robert Radeke was married to Miss

Caroline DeVlieger, at the residence of the

Melt,

finest

THE WORLD’S BALM.
DR. L. D. WRYBURN’8 ALTERATIVE SYRUP.
iSFA remedy used Thirtf fttt yean in a private

assortmentof

bride’s mother, on Thursday evening, Feb.

other localities.

20th. There was only

a

few relativesfrom

VAN RAALTE.

Cigirt,

Writing Material, Snuff,
And the

K.

practice,and never falling to radicallycure

Wines &

RHEUMATISM,

Liquors,

hat we consider very good news, at
this city and Grand Rapids invited, and
some people, is the information
Dropsjf.Jtr^alpelas,Scrofula, SecondarySyphilis,
(for Medicinaluse only,)
the presents were very fine indeed. Mr.
that Messrs. R. Ranters & Son have closed
R. has his handsome home on Fulton st.,
And almost everything else belonging In a well blood is Implicated, ia now offered to the public.
a contract with the Lincoln Park ComSold by all RetailDrugglita, and (wholeaalo only)
stockeddrug store.
furnished and finished in a neat and subeffect that K. fl. Morrison,the defaulting
THE WEYBURN MEDICINE CO. P. O. Box
missionersto build 2,000 feet of brush
388, Rochester, N. Y.
1-Hw
stantial manner, and will at once com- The above firm are the manufacturers of DR.
treasurer of the order, who is well known
breakwater during the next season.
SCHUUTKN’S
mence
housekeeping
in
his
new
home.—
in this city, had absconded from Sturgis.
Whereas this is twice ns much as last year,
Qr. I lute n News Journal. We extend our
He was arrestedby his bondsmen, who
it is fair to presume that it will employ a
AHII-BM AND EXPECTORANTPILLS
1!
congratulations.
feared his escape, and managed to get
goodly number of hands to supply the
-A-HSTD
Can be made hy examining the large
away from the officers after his arrest.
brush, and one or more vessels to carry it
new stock of
Preparations for spring have com- Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
When last beard from be was in Keudallover. We extend our congratulationsto menced in real earnest. Mr. E. J. liar
ville, Ind., bidding defiance to Michigan
the contractors. *
Prescriptionscarefully compound at all boora,
riugton has jusl received an immense
officers.—Gr. Rapid* Democrat.
day or
86-ly
Which I have purchased lower than eva
stock of new dry goods. Ladies dress
Mr. P. Oosten is buying field stone, the
will sell cheaper than ever before.
On Saturday last — Washington's birth
goods of the finest kind and latest styles
very best kind for foundationsunder large
day— the flags were flying,but outside of
A FULL LINK OF CARPETS, PROM THE
will adorn the shelves on Monday. A
buildings, and dumps them on a lot next
'T'HE followingdescribedLots In the City of
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
that we have noticed no demonstrations
new style of prints,excellentin quality A Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
to the Union School. We presume Mr.
in celebration of the event. The Holland
and beautiful in finish will no doubt create Lot 9, Block F. Lot Block G, West Addition |17&
each : Lot 18, Block 8, Lot 8, Block It, South West Com* and aoe the goods and ascertain
Oosten lias ample confidencein the prosSoldier’sUnion lit their “camp fire,” howquite a rush. He lias also received a Addition $176 each. Lots 1, 3. 4. 6 A 6 In Block
prices before on purchase.
a
pective building of the new structure,and
25, as organlted plat near tho A. L. 8. depot at
ever, in the firemen’s room of Columbia
splendid assorment of ready made cloth- $ >25 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $800 each.
-K)y getting his stone now, while it is good
Beautiful Live Qeese Feathers, Cheap.
No. 2, smoked tho “pipe of peace,” an
ing, which are made up according to the Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
oIai
n fT ic
I 1? .
m «« Kin •mol
sleighing,
is certainly fortifyinghis posl
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
celebratedthe event by a pleasant chat
latest fashions and which will be sold at the following Lots \ 10. 11, 12. 18, and 14, In Block
tion as a competitive bidder for tliei job.
Wall Paper at Wholesale and
K. Lots 2, 4, 5 and J In Block H. The above will
over “old times.” By the voluntary conbottom figures. Give him a call, and take be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Or is tills stone brought there on tile inRetail.
tributionsof the members an Abundance
the first pick.
Apply to,
stigation of the Board of Education or
of chocolate and eatables were provided
M.D. HOWARD.
Bedroom Sette and Parlor Sett*.
some of its members! It looks like quick
to serve as a supper, and in due time
Every miller in Michigan using Hie
work. We like it. Go abend
“broke ranks” to meet again on Decorapatent middlings purifier machinery will
Coffins and Caskets always
W

Whitney, grand secretary of the
Grand Lodge of I. 0. O. F., on Monday
received informationfrom Sturgis to the
E. H.

least for

Money! Money

FURNITURE

night.
FOR SALE.
8,

I

nrl\ i

rt o

1

f

« f**

I

1

tion Day.

Quite

a large

the Rev. Dr. G. H. Mandeville, ant to call on

While

President of

Hope

College, is gathering

meeting was held pursu-

Monday evening

schoolhouse,to bear the report

be interested

from
com- good

in.

Wanted,

the following dispatch

Louis, dated February 25: “A

last, in the

St.

of the

deal of sensationwas produced in

tho United States Circuit Court to day dur“snow flakes” M the East, for the mittee in regard to their correspondence
ing the progress of the great middlings
with
tho
“blast
furnace”
men.
After
listreasury of Hope College in order to repurifier
case by Rodney Mason, attorney
tening to several speeches /w and con, the
all the

on hand.
A

Ff RST-ClassImproved farm, containing about
i
80 or 12fl acre* of land, situated within reach
of Holland City as a market For particulars,Inquire of
R. A. SCHOUTEN, M. D.

\

at

the Drugstore,Holland, Mich.

lieve that institutionof its financial em-

Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thaak the public for their patronagt
e of
the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberalsoare
ol It for the future.

Reduced.

for the plaintiff, announcing that the suit 1879. Price
11.50
barrassments, some chronic, sour, dyspep- meeting instructedMayor K. Schaddelee
N. B. Call and see a most beautlfalvariety •
agaiust
E.
O.
Stanard
was
dismissed.
It
Csmp Chairs, ornamenta, pictnre frames, brackets
tic growler or other, in a communication to appojut a committee who should take
etc.,
8. RE1D8EMA.
was subsequently stated among the millers,
iu the Qrondwei,under the initial “Y” is in hand the arduous task of getting suffiHolland. May 15., 1078.
A MONTHLY MAOAZfNI701 70UM018T KIADI88.
and
the
statement
seems
to
be
a
fact,
that
SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED. Send 10 cents
checking this movement of paying off the cient subscriptions to make a fair showing.
This committee consists of: H. D. Post, Mr. Stanard compromised the case by for a specimen copy and Premlnm-Llst.Subdebt, (which,
scribe now, and get last number of this year FREE,
chairman-, H. Walsh, Prof. C. Scott, G. paying the plaintiff $900. The suit agalut

etc.

THE NURSERY,

As a

member of

ita

“Y”

Council, thle very

JOHN

Van Schelven, Wm. Wakker, L. Van Stanard was for $150,000. The action of
by inferring that some jockey or other is Putten, R. K. Heald, L. T. Kanters, K. Stanard right in the front of the battle,
about ready to lake the bide off the old Schaddelee. The committee went to work when the evidence in the case was all in
“horse” (the College) for want of Western upon the plan adopted at the public meet- and council summing up, created great in-

L.

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

SHOREY,

The advertiser,hartna been permanently cured
8fl Bromflold Street.Boston, Mass.
of that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple
remedy, is anxiousto make kaown to hla fellowsufferersthe means of care. To all who desire It,
he
will aeud a copy of the prescription used, (free
!
of charge,) with the directions for preparing and
The undersigned, an old and retired physician, using th« same, which thev will find a sure cure
oats. Of all the feuds in life a first-class ing viz. that of using our regular tax list dignation among the millers, who assert having been permanently cured of the much for ConsumptioD, Asthma, Bronchitis, Ac.
dreaded disease CONSUMPTION, by a simple
“theological”feud seems to beat “the for a financialbasis, together with benefits that the matter was arranged to influence remedy, is anxious to make known to bis feUow- Parties wishing the prescription, will please
address,
world." If any New Yorker should received. After several meetingsand con- the court in favor of plaintiff. Stanard is sufferersthe means of enre. To all whodealreit.
E. A. WILSON, 19( Penn St.,
he will send a copy of the prescription used, FREE
WlliUmaburgh, N. T.
doubt the correctnessof Washington siderable labor this committee is now one of the largest millershere, and a very OF CHARGE, with directionsfor preparingand l-5»w
using the same, which will be found a sure cute for
Irving’s Knickerbocker,let him come out ready to receive subscriptions, and will prominent citizen.” Don’t this mean that Consumption,Catarrh, Bronchitis, Asthma, Nsrhere and witness the ironic “theological” call a public meeting to finish up this work all millers using the above mentioned vousnets,dkc.,Ac,, Ac, Address with stamp.—
DR. C. STEVENS, Brockvllle, Ont.
bickerings, while the Jockeys are quarrel- and make a report on Tuesday evening machine, will be bled.
May likely have helped

to

pile up f0,000 high.)

CONSUMPTION CURED

HEW

A

ing around "den gcdyeleerdenbak" (ihuofog- next, March 4th, in the schoolhouse.Come

ical trough), about the fodder
“horse.” — See issues

of

the

one and all. “United we

of De Hope during we

stand, divided

fall.”

The dramatic reading of Miss Henrietta
Monroe, of Chicago, on Friday evening
last, considering that she

February.

was without any

oslin&Breyman,H«

really

crowding each other in er,

at the

Ninth

and while we are repeating Drool was an honest and upright man, the charming actressand a mimic, possessing
what our informanttells us, we must cor- only support of his old mother; has been a very pretty face and beautifuland exrect an error of statementwhich occured
one of the roost faithful employees of Mr. pressive eyes, and a capital voice, with

• that village,

Oggel. We
which
should have read that he died at Kankakee HI., at the residenceof Rev. E. C.
Oggel. In the early part of the afternoon
mentioned above, Mrs. Poes, one of the
in regard to the dorps of P.

G. Vijn, of Zeeland, for the last fourteen
years. Mr. Vijn says he

old settlers of Zeeland was being buried

from

tile Reformed

Church, Rev. Steffens,

officiating. Immediately thereafter the
services were
of

commenced

over the corps

P- Oggel, the introductionof which

was by Rev. John

Van

his tried and faithful servant,

mother loses her
clining yean.
days; caught

bom

and our informant says, that the burning
rU

a cold,

got lung fever

a

dience. Miss Monroe is

a

thorough

Watchmakers $

husband and

six

Jewelers,

at

a

coat.”

We regret that some of
the authoritiesof Hope College saw fit to
refuse the use of the College Chape),

and was largely
he funeral services of

M

Si^er Ware, Watches, Clocks,

poem from
rned! We

differ-

any one oi the literary mas-

Monroe

public hall suitable for such occasions.

^

&lae of fieli Pease

come and

see for yourself.
of

the

IFHCENTX:
Planing Mill,
We are prepared to manufacturefurniture teordsr
and can afford u> sell common wars very cheap.

We

also keep onrselves preparedto do all kinds

appear again before our public some

me in the future, when we can have i

were held in the Third
Thursday last.

[All Kinds of Spectacles.

chape) is con-

sincerely hope Miss

stock;

Remaining Proprietors

Hope College reciting

as far as the use of the

A complete

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

Monroe and any male

r female student of

will

inter

cij

reretouseit. Pray what Is the
nee between Miss

Very Low Prices.

DEALERS IN

children,one whereas they use it themselves for similar
purposes, and have permitted other lec-

loss

River Street*.

a

is a baby of three weeks old, is

dience, especially the young folks, spell-

Church

combined as to make

future before it.

er. The sympathy for the bereaved
read. Tb^krtrewT of Mr^**)]

legem

grace so

was sick only a few ing, and a voice which assuredly has

much so, that Mr. Regenhow to provide for his
n in the future and keep them
ts

and

only support in her de- artist, with a careful,conscientionstrain-

He

arable— so

sermon was preached by Rev. P. de Free,

bound, was an occasion which will not
soon be forgotten.

and his old

Regenmo
tervdied of typhoid-pneumonia,and the
to her

art

sorely miss decidedly fine impression upon her au-

expired within six days. fMrs.

der Meqlen; the

eloquence of this young blergyraun,
who was enabled to keep his entire au-

will

Sc

IU opening this store we open the finest and
largestFurniture store in Ottawa Co., and respectfully invite our old customers to come and examine oar atock of goods, consisting of the finest
and beat kinds of fnrniturs to the cheapest,inrinding ill the Istest styles, such as East Lakt.
Qneen Anne, etc., which we offer at

[im

age of twenty-nine years. Mr. land City audience. Miss Monroe is a

stated that he’dled at Pella, Iowa,

& C0»

re-opened their extensive Furniturebusiness, closed by the big fire of 1071, on the corner of

Among the most lamented deaths of this of the stage surroundingor powerful acZeeland tells us that and last week are those of Mr. John Drool, cessoriesinseparablefrom the well proSaturday afternoon last was a rery note* at the age of forty yearn, and Mrs. M. duced drama, was one of the most delightworthy one from the fact that two funer- Regenmorter, wife of our lighthouse keep- ful entertainmentsever offered to a Holwere

VERBEEK

Have

A friend from

als

W.

STORE!

UiiwiAAJL

Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoi AAM*. March

94,

1878.

*-U.

H.
Iollamb,Mich..

W. VERBEEK * Co.
July SB, 1878.

GRANDMOTHER'S BIRTHDAY.

brought-up French

Jast seventy yesni «ko
A little btbjr smiled;
And they rare tne sweet old Bible
Of Haunali to the child.

name

She slept, no donbt, such sleep
\h only falls on eyes
That stillhave shut within their lids
The light of paradise.
No donbt the little hands
Lay passive on her breast.
As. with the cradle’s lullaby.
They hushed her to her rest.
.

! who could fortell
What work those hands should doT

Ah. me

How many
Life’s

What

girls, was as

mute

was, contrary to custom, slightly ajar.
Instinctively I pushed it open, passed
The only attraction in No. 16 Rue de in and silently reclosed it behind me.
Loches was the gay good humor, tem- No one observed me as I crossed the
pered by the dljhifled shrewdness of a grass-growncourtyard, and unchallenged
man of the world, of its master. M. entered the big-old house, the windows
Duplessis, even to me, seemed singu- of which were now ablaze with light,
larly agreeable, and gained a still larger wliile strains of music reached my ears,
share of Cecil’s regard. It so happened mingling with the clink of glasses and
that my pupil had a turn for military the murmur of conversation. The wellsubjects— less, perhaps, for dress and known staircase, however, was clear,
drill than for the scientific side of a and I met with no impediment as I
soldier’s life— and his boyish curiosity traversedtwo small rooms, and, myself
appeared to please the Colonel, who screened by a heavy crimson curtain,
himself was, as he said jestingly, merely commanded a view of the great gloomy
a worn-out war-horse turned out to grass, saloon and its occupants.
as

a fish.

BY CLARA DOTY BATES.

they should help to lead
troubled mazes through f

part
Their tender strength should take;
What burdensfor the tired ones boar:
What barriershelp to break?
never-f altering

Scarcely a day or hour
In all these long, long years,
But they have helped some weaker one,
Or wiped some sufferer’stears.

but ready to

respond to

the first

twang

trumpet So it came about that
Cecil and the Baron made frequent excursions, now to be present at the trial
of the

of a rifled oannon,

now

to go over forti-

ramble through
the arsenal,without my being of the
fications, see a review, or

party.

It often happened, too, after the exhibitions I have described, that Cecil
Manvers went to drink tea a 1’Anglaise,
and pass the evening at the Baron’s
Peace, as at first,is there:
house. I felt, on this head, no misgivThe world has never set
ings, such as would have beset me had
One single Hue of Its hard seal
Upon that forehead yet!
I allowed my charge to go out alone
into gayer company. To theater and
The constant shade of pain
opeia, or to those balls and evening reHas dimmed, perhaps, the eyetj.
Yet still they bold within their lids
ceptions of the Parisian great world to
The light of paradise.*
which Lord Huns don’s letters procured
us easy access. I always accompanied
Just seventy years ags
Since the little baby came.
Cecil. „ But I was not sorry when he
And now her children'schildren bless
seemed to grow indifferentto dance and
That sweet old Bible name.
drama, and to prefer spending Iris hours
iu the quiet Rue des Loches. Why
A STEADY PUPIL.
not? I was thankful for the opportunity
of finishing my versified translationof
A Phase of Paris Life.
Horace, a work from which I hoped to
“ Now, Mr. Baker, let us understand derive fame atd fortune. And then,
each other at once,” Lord Hunsdon had too, I hud such complete confidence in
said, leaning back in his officialarm- Cecil and his military mentor. What
chair, and tapping the massive signet- harm, in such company, could accrue to
ring on his fat linger with the official him? Mademoiselle’s eyes were not
paper cutter. “I have great pleasure, bright enough to win his young affeeas I have said, in intrusing to you the tious, and the Baron’s weak tea, and
task of my nephew’s ednoation. All I trictrac at four sous points, would not
have heard of you, and what little I have be likely to derange his nerves or
seen of you, induces me to regard you empty his pockets.
“A monsieur,” hinted the concierge
as an excellent traveling tutor. It only
one
day, thrusting his bald head into
remains for me to state my viewi, as
briefly as I can,” here a glance at the the room where I sat, “wishes much to
official clock, M for I have to receive a see monsieur.” The stranger was not
deputation immediately. Cecil Man- far off, as the janitor of our furnished
vers has a fortune of his own— his moth- hotel thus spoke, and perhaps was acer’s money— and will in all probability customed to the process of self-introAnd. ah, who could fontec
Upon that baby brow,
WTiew lay the dark and silky locks
Its crown of silver now ?

Seine, is laid out on the wet slabs of the

Morgue?”

the old

villian’s manner, as, drawing
n.t Posy Jt| Saw h • ptrftrt Scroll
Saw, with Borioc
himself up, and extendingone arm in
A!Uutmiint(,irill).
Fudnailni work.
forensic fashion,he pleaded his own
Rua« oa tny Sew
In* Mac hint. Util*
cause before an imaginary tribunal. But
MUllio. Kulnmry
the two evil-visagedserving-menand
to uuk-Mm - um
Anly lb# Wf
the burly black-browed ruffian were of
Bnyt AOd tffMtctrete yoar homw. Bay a Posy
another mind, for they laughed with
Jlf 8A»-Only
evident enjoyment of the jest.
8*»t(pr*T*lJ)ATTwfcm far
$t-lnclmllnx
drill, 3 law blado, i
“That for the Cour T Assises ” refc "'And ttc worth oftMcmWe guarantee every machine
torted the big man, snapping his fingers ;
to sire eatlifactlon,and to do work equal to the expen.
“ and now, mon vieux, if you like, I am
alfe’roachlnea.
AatenU who deatrea good-payingbusishould not (all to aend for one to canvaaewith.
ready to administer the coup-de-pouse ness
Letter to
Send P. 6. Order or Regiatered
.
iLKUIfttfe
KII9 »V SAJirsun.
SAMPSON,
HA
More than forty persons, as I judged to this young aristo and he stretched ____
______
Chlcsuro, III.
A
179 FIrib Atreaac,
forth
his
brawny
hands,
half
jocularly,
were present, and of this number, besides the Colonel’s wife and daughter, towards Cecil’s throat.
fl&rrpy a M ontn ana ex p«m»w nuar»ntaed to AienU.
“Not yet,” returned the Baron, per4 4 Outfit fm^Siuw 1 Co.. Apopsta, Main*.
but three were women. One of these, a
professional performer, I should say, emptorily; “ not yet this hour to come.
was seated at the piano. The other One o’clock is too early for our good
iiAKK Your Own Perfume#. Will lend reolpeforOERtwo, bejeweled,painted, and with elab- friends, Jacques and Jean Baptiste here, m MANOoLOQNKfor26cU.Dr.W.S. NAi^Underhlll.Vt
orate chignons and waving fans, were to carry such a load through the rivermere living decorations, as it appeared side streets. Better wait till the last
to me, of. the scene. As for the male wine-shop closes, and the last drunkard
K KT IIHTIONARY, 30,66b Word*, and
JL Dr. Foolr’M lls'iiltliMonthly, one rear. 5Uo.
guests, there was the usual mixture of has reeled homeward.”
MoniuY Hill Pud. Co., 120 K. 28th St., New York.
gulls aud sharpers— the latter element
And then all five sat down together 1II.IILJJ.10dcLive Man for each State tosell good*
predominating— to be found in such at the table, in familiar conversation,
places. Choice viands, varied wines and much of which was to me unintelligible,
A A MONTH-AGENTS WANTED—38 BEST
liquors were grouped, amid flowers aud sipping Curacoa and Chartreusethe Wa Af)|| wiling articles In the world , one lamp!*
'PUyV/r*.
Address Jay Uronaon,Detroit. Mich.
silver, on a buffet adjacent, and two while with appreciative relish. The
HKST ever crown
lynx-eyed serving-men, with very evil only one who looked careworn and
Aw
Down Roes pricescheaper
than dirt. Warranted fresh
countenances and baggy blue liveries anxious was the Colonel himself. I did
from Rrower. Send for free
tliat might have been supplied by the not, however, linger long to fplay the
Illustrated Catalogue and Durden tiiilde,
and »eo the prettieet book eTer printed. Worth many
costumer of a third-ratetheater,were part of eavesdropper. Clearly, if I dollars. B. II. 811 UM WAY, Xocktord, III.
busy in ministeringto the creature com- would serve Cecil, I must lose no time ICQ A niV PROFIT. Agent#’ sample. • oeoie

enough. The

Rhine, Switzerland,Tyrol, each and all
of these we had visited in the pleasant
summer time ; we had wintered in Italy,
and the next spring found us in Paris.
It was the time when the great Paris
Exhibition— exhibitionshad not as yet
grown common enough to be classed as
bores— attracted myriads to the then
imperial capital of France. Emperor.
Court and empire were in their first
freshness — decked, too, with the prestige
which success confers; for the great
struggle with Russia was going on victoriously for the allies, and the cordial
feeling between France and England
was at its warmest. In 1855 people had
not yet become ashamed of enjoying
themselves,and, whatever the merits of
the show might be, it certainly secured

sir? Young men will be young men.
It is part of the herculean task of our
the suffrages 0/ the well-dressed, well- superiorpolice to drop a word of warning to parents and guardians who are
pl e at$d <*o*vdsj)f lioliday- wake rs. (My
pupil and 1 made the new Palace of hood-winked. I do so now. Sir Man
Industry our daily lounge, and so did a vers — that youth so discreet—he spends
French friend of ours, destined to play his evenings in a gambling-house, full
of the worst company, Rive Gauche,
no unimportant part in this story.
It was by accident that we had made Ruede Loehes, No. 16.” * *
^

On me this extraordinary assertion
produced very much the effect of a sudden plunge into cold water. It fairly
took away my breath, and I sat gasping
and staring in blank amazement Then
I rallied my wits sufficientlyto reply.
There had, I said, been some preposterous mistake. Mr. Cecil Manvers passed
missing his evenings in the society of a quiet
property,it was courteouslyrestored to French familv of gpqd position, that of
hia, with a bow and a nntte, by a talfc Colonel tlie Baron Dfipt^ifL
Rut here M. Carnet broke in, arching
eldteny Frenchtnah, with the inevitable
acquaintance with Colonel the Baron
Duplessis.Cecil had a walking-cane,
with a handsome gold head, which had
belonged to his father, and this cane he
chanced to leave on one of the marble
tables of Aha Exhibition monster res*

ABLESSfflfisSSS
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forts of the

3)0 n lift I " Tho Nassau Do
Nassau.N.Y
mil B fl -Choiceet in the world- Iraportert'price#
cautiously, I threaded my way through I riQlS — Largest UsnnpanyIn Amerlca-sUpl#
A UZIUs article— pleatm# everybody—Trade conthe darkling ante-chambers and down tinuallyIncreasInB-Aueitu wanted everywhere—best
Inducements—
don't wtate tyme -acini for Circular.
the solitary staircase. I reached the
RQBT W KLLS. 43 Veiey St.. N. Y. P. O. Box U87.
court-yard. It was empty, and the porAGENTS WANTED FOR THE ter’s lodge dark and deserted. Softly
unclosing the gate, I glided out into
the street, and, mindful of the address
which M. Carnet had given me, flew
It contains (172 fine historicalengrartngsand !20<l
rather than walked to No. 7 Rue

company.

in summoning rescue.

ing purloined by a light-fingered under- strictlyover yqiy pnpij. fpr the intimacy
waiter. This little kindness led in time of the ..Duplessishousehold is apt to
prove costly to a neophite.
this
to a friendship which might be called
more seriously—44 should you require
help from tlm police to cut thei knot of'
'ffifecmef, as lUckmJa
ailthfeWhMtftt, youonly to seek
cient lineage and reduced fortunes, lived
me—
me,
Jules
Carnet, at your service.
in a gloomy 6ld street on the left bank
of the Seine, far away from the glare The address I have penciled, see, on this
and glitter of the modem Paris. Thp card, 7 Itye Joachim. I replace, for the
Ruo de Loches was the name of the next lew nights, the Commissary at that

And

m^n

We

-

street,and the Colonel’s house, No. 16,

bureau,”

was on

And, witii a flourish and a bow, he
was gone.

the shady side of it— a big,

din|

a
which

The

tile

son

ghostly.,pictures
thflf Seavy fnrniture

,
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with tow dismal dwelling. The Colonel’s

family consisted merely of his wife
and daughter, the former haggard and
nervous, the latter plain and stupid,
with a frightened look, I thought, in
her eyes. Madame la Baronne spoke
little, and Mademoiselle, like most well-
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he murmured blandly; “George Le
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friend, Mr.
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Baker, can be no other — runaway forcat,
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burglar and assassin, much wanted in
IMPROVED HfAlTH CORSET
Isms'la WitU ttir aiuplco llu.i, winch
his old quarters at Toulon; then old
ill soJt snd OrilM* sml ruuUluano
bonvs. Price bv msll.ll fO.
Yinet, of Lyons, dit Tromp-la-soi ; then
For «»l« by »ll (•k'lla*mrirtunts.
the Duplessis himself, who has a long
WABNBB BROS., 8ft 1 Broadway, N. T.
I KK « F.Vr. m V I ISK> IS Y . iu ly.
score to settle with justice; and the two
I'Tllv ilnlUi* mill ii|iwiud can Itnlim-Mleil In
minor villains,Jacques Peach and Jean
KmmiUI>iitbi|ii|uiiiy
In |i:tyleentv live |Mir
rent ntt Ilivoal iiioilt.ArMieen S M CHAPBaptiste Tellier, thrown in to complete
MAN. .VI llioadwny,New York.
the batch of jail-birds. Now, ray chil-A lama
dren ! ” he added loudly, and the door
Chicago Weekly Telegraph H-p»ge
NewspAopened, disclosing four gendarmes and P#' Independent In iNilltlca Itrlgnt,spicy and
anterUlnlog
Kaeli lK«(U'c<ininlni«nne
or ninresUrrim Mailed,
eight agents, armed to the teeth ; “ be mmlp iid. for 7.» cent* n year Residentageniawanted.
quick and silent. This gentleman will Terms and sample copies sent free Ihtihi TW'i/iujdk,
posipsM.SFt * year Addiesa TKt.KunariiCo .Chicago.
guide us. Only one of this gibier-deA4J FATS W ANTED FOR
potence is likely to make serious re"BACK FROM
THE MOUTH DF HELL.'
/fly itur ii/i.i/in% hrrn ihrrrt
sistance. I mean Le Moine. If he
3

does—”
“ Very

“Rise and

well, Inspector,”answered an
agent of police, as he examined the lock

draught, and again laughed in foolish
triumph as he passed his fingers through
of his pistol.
the gold coin and rustling notes. And
But there was no fighting.The whole
then — so rapid, no doubt, was the action
rascally gang gave proof of the most abof the drug— his bright eyes swam and
grew dim, he nodded drowsily, and sank |
whe“ Poun<f
i'-v the
forward in a sort of stupor, his head police, and did not even attempt to use
resting on his arm. lustantly there the weapons which four out of the five
began to be a movement among the had concealed about their persons. In
company, and, with many a Bon aoir prison, each made a confession damaging
and Au plciixir, the majority of the to the defense of the remainder, and I
believe all were ultimately sentenced to
guests took their leave.
long terms of imprisonmentat Toulon
Tang! The sharp little hammer of or Lambessa, while I received praises,
the bronze clock of the chimney-piece,
unmerited, I am sure, for the share I
as it struck the hour of 1, suggested to
had taken in providing for the safety of
me the necessity of being prompt and my pupil. Cecil Manvers is Lord Hunscool, if I would save Cecil Manvers
don now, and has long since learned to
from a worse perH than the mere loss profit by the follies of youth ; but we
of money, By this time only five perare fast friends, and my iormer fcharge
sons exceptingmy pupil remained in has never forgotten the debt of gratithe room, for even the Baron’s scared
tude which he declares himself to owe
wife and dull-eyed daughter had dis- for my coolness on that night in the
appeared, and, of these five, two were Rue de Loches.
the serving-men in theatricallivery.
The other three were the Baron himTwo-Legged Hens.
self, a cadaverous little old fellow, with
Some
years
ago a certain man, whom
a hatchet face and a harsh voice ; and a
big, black-browed man, whose sharp we will call Boggs, lived in Bethany,
teeth, filed to a point like those of sav- Ct., and one day he was called, with
ages, looked disagreeablywolfish when- a number of other men, to go quite a
ever he smiled or spoke. I grew seri- distance to mow a large field. His assoously alarmed ns I noted the signifi- ciates delighted co pester him and play
cant glances which, these worthies ex- harmless tricks upon him, and his wife

i60.1

1

changed, as they surrounded the sleep- , was oware of the fact. As the field was
ing stripling. That they would allow ^ quite a distance, she put, up a good
the lad to carry off his winnings I had | dinner for her husband, and he went to
never thought probable, but now it work- While working a lot of hens got
seemed evident that something beyond to his dinner and ate it all up. When

noon came

he

went

for his dinner,

b‘, Ik.

Fall of Hie Moustache.”
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found what the hens had done. Going
home in not a very pleasant mood, he
snarled out, “I want some dinner.”
“Dinner! dinner! I gave you some!”
said his surprised spouse. “I know it,”
said the still-surlyfellow, “but the ’tarnal hens got at it and ate it all up.”
His wife, doubting his story, and beconscious eyes; “it was time, comrades,
lieving that his associates ha<l been playto pour out something stronger than
ing another trick upon him, scornfully
Clicquot; for pestel what cards that
IfanmA
-t
t
but innocentlyresponded:“Hens!
English boy did hold, as if the devil
hens! two-legged hens, I guess.” “No
hadshuffiedthe pack; and, trust me,
they wam’t, by George!” instantly
we’d not have found it easy to make him
shrieked the now-furious fellow, and
lose the gold he won
Young as he is,
neither seemed to see wiiat made those
he has sense and spirit too, and he had
w’ho listened to the conversationconthe effrontery to tell me to-night he was
vised with laughter.—
Milford
ashamed of playing tricks on his good(Ct.)Ray.
natured tutor, and that, win or lose, he’d
“Waiting.’’
gamble no
,
Mary Townsend Haight, in her 10th
The stout-builtman respondedwith
some brutal joke about a tender, young year, was slowly but surely dying of
DIRECT FROM FACTORY,
heart disease; tne appearance of the
pigeon that was ready for the spit.
And Nave Agent#* CommlMlon.Two fall B«ta
“There is no risk, no risk at all,” said grim messenger was expected at any
the elder of the scoundrels: “what can hour. At this crisis her grandpa was
they prove against us, hein? The young obliged to leave home a few days. Congentleman has won our money, not we trary to his expectation,he found little
his. He has drank much wine. He in- Mary alive on his return. She greeted
sisted on returning home on foot, with him with a pleasantsmile, saying : “Pm

SWiM

,«#RCAN
*
E.
H

Wf#

BEST!

!

New

33tTV

more.” ,
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Left alone, my reflections weife very
bitter. X could not doubt the truth or
the timelinessof the warning that had
been conveyed to me, and without loss
of time I set out for the Rue de Loches.
It was very dark, and, as I crossed the
bridge a fine chilly rain began to fall,
but f scarcely Reeded it, and pressed on.
I reached the Rue de Loches, and, just his gold in bis pockets. Is it our fault, notHead yet, grandpa; only waiting.”
as I had raised my hand to the bell- M. le President, if these pockets are Death claimed her that night.— Sinp
handle of No. 16, 1 noticed that the gate empty when the body, discoveredin the Sing Register.
•

on the walla and
were ip keeping

II

Noiselessly,

Some game, lansquenet or baccarat,
was going on, and in it some eighteen
or nineteen players were engaged. Near
the head of the table, confronting the
dealer, sat Cecil, his face flushed,his
eyes sparkling,a champagne glass in
his hand, and a great heap of gold and
notes lying on the velvet cloth before
him. Most of the other faces near him,
including the Baron Duplessis, ex- Joachim.
pressed annoyance, dismay, or savage
The Inspector of Police listened with
ill-humor, and I saw at once that this
eager interest to my story. Twice he
was an instance of one of those extrainterruptedme with an urbane apology
ordinary runs of luck which sometimes
for the rudeness of the act, that he
enable a tyro to couquer the wiliest
might apply his lips to the mouthpiece
practitioners at the gambling-table.
of a small pipe that communicatedwith
Again and again the cards were dealt,
the lower salle of the bureau, and when
and still fickle Fortune befriended I bad finished he nibbed his hands, and
Cecil. The pile of gold before him
almost purred in feline fashion over the
swelled and swelled, until at last, with a
news I had brought.
muttered oath, the last stake of the
“A great haul for the net of the law!”
bank was reluctantly pushed toward my

commonplace knavery was in question.
“Who sleeps, sups,” remarked the
his eyebrows.
red ribbon adorning his tightly-buttoned
senior of the group, with a cackling
“Eh,
eh,
the
Barou
Duplessis?”,
said
frock ooat, and of what his compatriots
laugh that chilled my blood as I heard
desiga^M ^Iis4ngiti|he4 appearance. he, dryly; “I was not aware that to his it. “Your soothing syrup, Duplessis,
The old officer had observed ourselves epaulettes of Colonel he added the bar- did the trick well.”
as the occupants of a table near his own, onial coronet. Well, Monsieur Baker, I
and had been prompt enough to pre- have dropped yon a hint, well inten- “Ay,” replied the Baron, ns he passed
the flame of a candle before Cecil’s unvent the costly walking-stick, from be- tioned, foi de Carnet! Watch more
.

I

pm

a

“To the police?” rejoined my new acquaintance; “yes, monsieur, I have the
honor to belong to the police. It is now
my duty, in compliance with instructions from headquarters,to apprise you
that your pupil— Sir Manvers— is deceiving yon.”
“That Cecil Manvers— my pupil— is
deceiving tne?” I repeated, in utter incredulity. The sub-chief of the French
detective department lifted his high
shoulders in a shrug that Brasseur on
the stage might have envied.
“It is my painfully-distressing duty,”
he said, in a thick whisper, “to disturb,
monsieur, your beautiful confidence in
your youthful friend. What will you,

!

EREEAff&ite

waistcoat.

passed off pleasantly

ad It.

_

succeed me in the title and property. duction. At any rate, I soon found pupil.
I don’t want the boy to turn out a book- myself looking up from the oblong
“Broke the bank, by Jove! I said
worm or a scamp. Make him a well- piece of pasteboard, on which were I’d do it!” cried the lad, with boyish
informed, honorable English gentleman, lithographed the words: “Jules Car- exultation, as he held out his glass to
with enough knowledge of the world to net, Sous chef ; Brigade de Surete,” at be replenished.
steer clear of its worst perils, and I the owner of name and card, who stood
I was in the very act of rushing from
shall be more than satisfied. And noth- bowing there before me, a glossy hat of
my
place of concealment to reproach
ing conld conduce better to this than the bell-crownpattern, affected by loyal my pupil with his duplicity,and to
two years on the Continent in such followers of the new Emperor, in his fling his ill-gotten gains broadcast
good hands as yours, Mr. Baker. I gloved hand. There was nothing very among the harpies who surrounded him,
shall see you again, of course, before notable about my visitor— a plump, when I happened to observe one of the
you leave England, but, just now,” middle-aged Frenchman, with tight evil-visagedserving-men, in obedience
another glance at the clock, “ my time coat, well-waxed mustache and the im- to a nod from Coloflel the Baron
perialistchin-tuft—nothing, except the
is positively not my own.
Duplessis,add a few drops from a little
And I took the Under Secretary’s hint feline quickness and keenness of his vial that he carried hidden iu his sleeve,
and retired, almost tumbling over the eyes, which I felt to be reading me as
excited deputation as I made my way easily as if I cejried my character, in i ^ the f#°7ing contents of the broad
large print, outside my
?f champagne which he presently
down stairs. Next week, Cecil Man vers
placed, in Cecil’s outstretched hand.
“I
gather
from
this
card,”
said
I,
and I went abroad.
The lad swallowed the foaming wine at
Our first year of continental travel somewhat bashfully, ‘that you belong,
M. Carnet, to the-

something

I shuddered, for there was

peculiarly hideous in the affectation of
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Senator McCreery and Hi* IVnullarltie*.

Tliemoetatriking faco and &gnrp in
the United States Senate, says a Washingtcin letterfwhier, aro'thoiepossessed

by Senator McCreery, of Kentucky.
His head, from the square, heavy brow
o^e^thelop and down aJinost^to the
back of tlie neck, is as bald as an onion,
while on eadfc Aide, entirely covering his
ears and extending down below the bald
spots behind, hangs a think curtain of
the blackest, straightest and stiffest hair
ever grown on any other than an Indian

Carbolic acid used freely in the cellar is Sometimes they would be red-hot.’
“ Oh, thai’s
a good and cheap disinfectant.— Scien- Old Teller broke in
nothing. I once had a horse, and he
tific American.
___
LIVE (JTOCK COMMIKMON.
was auqh a forger that 1 could not take
MoFARLAlfD * 00 .0 U&k» StooS Y»nto KufeMV
Old Maids and Old Bachelors.
him out in a sleigh.” The old mau
COJIMIHMION.
Old maids are useful. They cap here looked around to see if any one I. O. B AROPKUPOCK
BINT, Q«nL OoramUrtoo. U7 So. Vf$m 9k
cook, sew and take core of children, would ask him the reason of this, but W.n.WILLIAHBSPO-BnmrArnfc.ma».W*QrlA
nurse sick people, and generallyplay they looked as glum as pall-bearers, so
the piano. Old bachelors are useless. he continued: “No, I would never
They do not even know how to drive take him out sleighing, because such a
nails or split wood.
shower of sparks were knocked from bis
Old maids are amiable. If one wants shoes that the snow and ice were melted ao d>yi. or do mi. chas.
HAH. Y. PIKRCB, M. D.tChtOM»,
anything done that requires patience —turned to mud— before the sleigh- j jjjy Jn jinfij) lumatml In Wail Hu Htockn
fortune*'
Bv*ry month.
mont
ne* bv**7
Bool
and kindness of heart, a single lady is runners reached it."
Binlafnmc wemhlnf
Addnas BAXTRR AGO Banker*, 17 Wailfiu,
sure to be the one to do it.

scnlpri^^(rotaj?H#tdie sWit^t'huspicion of gray, notwithstandingthe
nearly 70 yetrs of thp penator, and it
never will. The face would be Websterian, and even more so, except for the

infantilesmile which constantlyplays
around the corners of the month, and
ripples over the lower part of 'the nose
whenever the Senator is addressed by
his associates.
Strangers are at loss

whether to rpte
him as a man of towering intelleot,even
among the giants’ by whom he is .'surrounded, or as a sort of Wilkins Micawber who owes his position to the accident of his impressiveappearance* His
figure and dress rather carry out the
latter theory. Slightly podgy in the
body, with lower extremities somewhat
exaggerated in the other direction, he
covers his person with tho regulation
black claw-hammerstyle of garment, in
vogue twenty years ago. "The! feokiic
element in his make-up rather predominates, and as the old gentleman always

when ho is addressed so his appearance is always attended by a lighting up of the faces of those who npproach him. ^r, ;< 1 vo I*
Senator McCreery is at once the most
indolent and the most eloquent mfiri in
Congress. His biography in the “Congressional Directory” is only three and
one-half lines in length, and is the only
one from which the date of birth is
omitted. It is reported that he could
not be persuaded to write any more.
He rarely masters more than one subject
at a session, and usually waits until that
is a dead one before he speaks upon it.
Yet the announcement that Senator
McCreery is to speak is always sufficient to cram every seat in the Senate
galleries,for such a treat can be had on
no other occasion.
Last year he sold his audience very
cheaply. He had selected the repeal of
the income-tax statutes upon which to
make his one annual effort, and had
given notice, as usual, a week in advance. An audience of the highest and
brightest had crowded in to hear him,
and awaited his hour with some impatience. When at last it arrived the
Senator arose and introducedhis subject in a manner entirely his own, clothing the dry title in terms most exquisitely smooth and poetic. He then said
that other Senators had doubtless given
the subject as much attention as he
himself had, and would vote according
to their convictions of right. He
then beamed upon the galleries for a
moment, and subsided for another year.
Senator McCreery has been in the
Senate nine years, and has had enough
of it. His term expires on the 4th of
next month, and consequently this is
probably the last appearance of this remarkable characterin public life.
smiles

How

the Streets of Paris Are Cleared.

The

with which the snow is
away from the streets of Paris
fixes attention on the little army of
sweepers whom the city authorities employ for that purpose. In ordinary
weather the services of 2,T)00 are required, who receive full wages,* besides
2.000 auxiliary hands on half wages.
In exceptional weather, like that exrapidity

cleared

perienced of late, any further number
of men may be taken on as the administration may see fit. No fewer than
7.000 men are, therefore,ready at a
given moment to ply their brooms in
every thoroughfare of the French capital, besides the chiefs of brigades and
the inspectors. Each brigade includes
115 men. The ordinary full day’s work
•begins at 3 in the morning and ends at
4 in tho afternoon ; the half-day’s labor
begins at 10 in the morning. The latter
receive from 1 franc 20 centimes to 1
franc 75 centimes, according to the
work they have to do ; the former are
usually paid at the rate of 30 centimes,
.35 centimes and 40 centimes an hour.
In urgent cases many of these men are
called
twenty conseootfos-bontoat a ttwe^irith no other
rest than that afforded when they take
their meals. During the late fall of
0BH@>j!es8 than'ikoOO dfiyp’ tfork
Verb mfected to clear the main’ streets,
and it has been reckoned that 300,000
days work jvould^e reqi
to sweep

upon

:

__

mmmum

has observed
typlirid,diphtheria,or their zymotic
affectionsto arise under these circumstances. The cause is supposed to be
in the disuse of cisterns, pipes, and
drains, the ptWesses of putrefaction going' on in he impure air in them, the
unobstructed access of tliis air to the
house, while tllfe closure of windows and
doors effectually shuts out fresh air.
Persons moving from the city to their
country homes for the summer should
see that the drains and pipes are in perfect order, that the cellar and closets are
cleared of rubbish, and the whole house
thoroughly aired before occupying.
i

.... g............w.t;..

Little Detective.”

i $10 SOULE FOR $3
—

AND TBS

—

Chicago Ledger Free.
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Old bachelors are ill-natured.They
snub children, despise babies, and hate
young mothers, and aro always so busily
employed in seeing that other people
take good care of them that they have
not a moment to give to anyone else.
Old maids are nice-looking,and
“young for their years.” Old bachelors
generally have red noses, rheumatism
in tiieir knees, bald heads, and mouths

Mr. and Mrs. Gill had worked very
hard for a year at a ranch in Nevada,
saring every cent that they could, and
at tho end of that time started to return
all

where they' intended
to buy a little home. They decided to
make the journey afoot in order to
to Virgin)! City,

urea
r.

HU

Lnnfaul; I/orn. hUmunirttA «)<>., UhloaRo; A. nrmin, l/>ndon : W. Maddox, Ripley, Ohio ; K. Oary.
Molae* ; F.
St«arn», DetroitThe moat popularmedicine of tho day.

Dm

avoid expense,- but they bought a bottle
of whisky to drink on the way. “Come
Welfhe Oran Ho*, to M lire.
Matliwdmk'NKHia.lor*qii.rw<—
uj*
on, my darling,” said Gill, as they set
This littleBoala la nud* with Steel Beariacs sad a
i«l.!H in Ainetlca-I^au in u**— Pianos
mm r on HnI— <*nt>dn«np ife**. MK*DKT.a
Brnaa lloatn. and will wti«h accursteljr snj packafe
that turn down at the corners.
out together, “we will be happy now.”
HOHN I'UNO Co.
1. I3tu Street, N. Y.
from k os. to 35 Iba. It la Intended to aapply tbe (real
Old maids can make a home of one Their first effort to be happy was to
demaml (or a Houaekaeper’aSo*K nathlng of the kind
' vluVki ib Mifinfr
little room, and cook' delicious meals for drink • the liquor. It was exceedingly
ever having Been autd before for leaa than from 18 to ill
•i* '•*. »»•. Mb.
F.vtirj Scale la |>erfectand will laat s person'*lifetime.
one over the gas-jet in cunning little cold, and late that night Gill staggered
With one of there Scale* you need not oompUta to your
tin-kettles,besides making all their own into a tavern thoroughlyintoxicated.
Butcher or Grocer of abort weight* without esoM, and
wardrobes. -•> Qld bachelorsneed an He said tlmt his wife had frozen to
If yoa have Rutter, Cbeeee. or any article that goes by
army of tailors, waiters, cooks, distant death back on the road. She was found rioou xr.w* to am. oVt of f.m. weightto *ell, you need not gue4a at It pr trait to othere
to weigh tor you Every family In City, Village or Counrelatives, and hotel landlords, toUjeep ! dead, indeed, but Gill bad murdered VJ FIAIYMKXT. We will send free,by mall, to
iny on* deaiMtx pleaaantand profitable enipl'yiiient,a
try will have one. It la alao a valuableScale In every
Mtautiful (,'ltronio and oontldenUaldroularol Ilia Atnerthem comfortable.When old maids | her in a drunken quarrel,
Offlce, for Weighing Mall matter, aa well aaaoonvenleot
'can and RnroiieanCbromo Ouinpany,abowItiR how to
Beale fur any Store. Merchanta aell hundred# of them.
are ill they tie up their heads in pocket- !
..
. . . kT
link*- in n-y. W« have aoiuethlntr entirely now, each 01
never been ntferod to tho pahllc before. There U a
Agent* can aall from 35 to B0 per day.
haudkerchiefs,take homeopathic
a printer m New Haven s;i*
ot of money In it for igonte. Addreaa,lncloairi| a lUcent
To every pnreharer of one of the above described
out of two bottles,alternately, and get 1 lias applied for a divorce, on the ground itamp lor return postage on chromo,
Scalea we will aend The Cbicaqo Ledger POST PAID
F. GLKAHON. 441 Summer Bt., Boaton,Maaa._
well again. When old bachelors are ill
her husband had no style about
till Jan.
1880. The Scale Will be eent to any addressla
United Slain, aecurely boxed, by sipresa, on receipt
they go to bed and send for four doc- 1 him. He wouldn t brace up, had no MASON A HMIUN
HAM CABINET 0R0AN8 tbe
of the price-$:i.U0Send your money by Registered
!>*tehv HIGHRST HONORS •f AU
tors; have a consultation; a mantle- ! dash, cut no figure, had no point, lived
Letter, Draft on New York or ChicagoA>r PoetoffioeOrder.
UPOHll
TION8 FOR TWELVE YEARS
WORLD'S KX
I87f
rlu:
At
PaBta.
P
piece full of black bottles ; all the amia- i
n0 rule, was of bad form and
Address__
Tl*§ LKDOEB, Chkwf, IU.
ble married men who belong to the niake:up,wasn’t a man o^lettersor up OoLDMsfJMfefc; Only Am*rl«»tOf*^ aw&
Inatal*
the period, was a p6dr type of the
club to sit up with them at night, be- ^
a a wtU
,
We will pay AgenU a Salaryof 11 OO per month gal
n«w
atylea
and
prioea,
aant
free.
MASON
A
HAMLI
to
; genus, was! ritit of ’qnoU,
UN eiprn^H or aimw a urge commission, to aell ear nsd
7 ud WMh’t
sides a hired nurse; they telegraph to jJ
onoAN no ftoRThw wirw vnuK.wr nHW/u*r4
and woiulurfuiinvHitkmw M'» mmm wAel tre asyt
SamvU fr-a. Addreea
their relations; and do their best
*4uff tuy lougerVC^iVaf/o
_ MIKK.MAN Si CO.» WwlMill. Mich.
press the world with the idea that they Commercial Ailvertuscr.
BllverV lolln String, 10c. itulbert Bros..MafsbailU)wn,Ia.
are dying.
Remarkable are the stories coming
When an old maid travels she takes a
from Newfoundland as to its wealth of
sandwich, a piece of pound-cake, a bottie ol lemonade iu a
Zl ! “PP" OTe' A“or<liuK‘<>tbe8e
vast masses of copper have been dis7 ’t" “i8,™0' ! covered near the sea, riaing above the
and Sand Vnlformn-Ofllm*'
Roulpmenta,
When an old bachelor travels he orders i8urfac(i in ,o(t oliff^
ried
Cape, rln.,ttiedn t>y M. 4'. I.illry Sc Co.,
a dinner in courses at the station, and ! flnd eaail Bl,f d
Uoliimlma,Oluu. titmt/m Crut
J
ROW TOKKT TIIM in lb# batl y*ri *f the Sul* MOU.ltOO
raves because he has not time to eat it
Firemen'iCapa. Belli, and Shirtft.
BCIU
(or «»l«. for UUfc cp j of tl,« “ Kaaiat PmIIv Umiv
richness.
.•IreS.** P. J. niligr-re. I**1! C—i'r. Halloa.K*b*m.
before the “ fifteen minutes for refreshThe
True
Way
to
Invigorate.
The
HreatetrtMnsicilSucceM of the Day is
ments” are over.
TOR CIIOIUKST FOOD IN TIlK WORLD.
Old maids drink weak tea and it cures
A. D. C. Crushed White Wheet.
to infuse acti
A. B. V. Ontmeal. A. N. C. ttarier 9—9.
their headaches.
a oh
A. II. C. Mitlr.e.
Old bachelors drink strong liquor is transmuted into the constituents of blood, the
Obtained fonr medal* for anperiorily.and diploma fO)
chief
element
of
onr
vitality.
Hostetter’s
8tomwhich gives them headaches.
Tlie
food for children
and
continuedsuperiority.
— purml
--^
;l* and Impurities
removed. Can
adulU. All lumka. cockle
Impurlllesrentovad.
hav attractedlargn auillBncmnUht after night and
Old maids are modest; they think ach Bitters, because it accomplishes this end. TT
be prepared for tehle In Ultron mlnulM For sale by
J. week after week In all the principal cttiea.and having
Grocer* Ask for A It (1 lliaud. Manufactured by
aaay ma»lo, ami nrodlng but almple acennry,la being
their youTir'ia' ovM 'and ’flmiV b^ty
extenalvelyrehenrM*d by amate’uraovarj where Thla
TUK UKRKAI.M MANUFAtTI'IIHINO DO.,
gone. If, after a while, some autumnal 1 orativo as aids to digestionand assimilation. bucccm In meritedby It* jiurfectlyInnocnntwit. Ila lively
IS Goi.l.rut I'LAUR,NSW Yore.
worda, and good muiic. Try It while It U now. In ovory
love is given them, they take it as a sort Tins sterling cordial, while it invigoratestho tillage!
stomach, healthfully stimuiatesthe liver, bowF.lngimtcopies,with Mmlc, Worda and Libretto,
of miracle, and hope people will not
CR0PULA.— Persons afflicted
els and kidneys, insuring the escape through
raallud for
U0. For dozen, fti.UU.
laugh at them for “marrying so late in tho regular channelsof effete an<j nsolcss matlife.”
ter thrown off by tho system, which is thus
Kmfr’nn ,( Tit'U*'> HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR ...... 81.00
Old bachelors believe that all women purified as well as invigoratedbv it Its tonic LAUREL WREATH, hy W. O. /VrAJiu ............ 1.00
influence is soon made manifost by an increase
are in love with them, and that they of vital energy and a more active and regular C. F.rtrt.t',SCHOOL SONG ROOK ................. 60
host hooka for Hnmlnarlea,Normal crosis. Eczema, Diseased Bones,
must carefully guard themselves from dischargeof every physical function, and it has are three of tho very
and High School*, Ac.
will please send their address
traps laid to inveigle them into matri- tho further effect of rendering tho system un-
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also fondly cherish tho assailable by malarial epidemics.
The Crowning; Dlacovery.
belief that,’ should they eventually become married men, the world expects All tho “ phones ” of this phenolic ago are
them to exhibit great taste in women surpassed in practical benefit to mankind by
the discoveryof Allan’s Anti-Fat, tho great and
by their choice, and that tho “other fel- only known remedy for obesity, or corpulency.
lows’’ will laugh if their portion be not It produces no weakness or other unpleasantor
tender youth and beauty; also that, injurious effect, its action being simply contincd
when thev marrv manv women will ex- 1 ^ regulating digestion, and preventing an uu- !

mony. They

ine> marry
pire of jealousy.

,

lliuiiy

women

Will

«-:ir

t

Octavo Choruses.
A aplcndldstock of Himr on bint!, coat but 6 lo in da
aach, hi id earb cmitnlna n fnvorltoAnlhem, Glee
Oratoiio, or nthnr Uhoru*. Ouartot or Part Sou,:. Tlioy
are much used by Choir* and Societiesfor occasional
elnglmr. Tryadozen? Scud iui Hal, or bend l0cU.ioi

o»h,

.
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our full Book
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producing eleiueute of the food. tSold by drug-
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Botanic Medicine Co., Buffalo,N. Y.:

Yesterday forenoon,while a Detroit
Gentlemen: Allan's Ami-Fat reduced me
Justice of the Peace sat warming his i seven pounds in one week, Fours respectfully, 711 A 84JI Broadway,N.Y. 0112 Oheaf nut St Phlla.
_______
Miih. Taylor.
feet by the stove, and his nose by a
Children do not die of the croup to whom
cigar, a strangerentered and presently
Du. Wal Hall's Balsam foi: the Lunch is adinquired :
miuistoMC-d.I’aronis will do well to remember
“Judge, how much will you charge me tins fact and keep a medicine,which saved so
to read over about fifteen lines of printed many lives, in tno house, iviuly for an omcri geiiev. Tuo
lue Balsam overcomesa tcudoucy to
matter from a book I have ?”
“Why. can't you read them?" replied
his Honor.
in^', banished hoarnciK’M and cures all bron“I can, but I want to bear bow the cliirtl lii.d tracheal inflammation. If you havo ft
lines sound when real aloud. I’ll give cough, uac it “early and of tea.” Ail ihuggiate
belt ii
________ _
you a quarter to read them for me.”
CHEW
I fc“All right,” replied the Justice. “I
|A FAMILY MKD!CIKR TIIAT HAS BKALED
The Celebrated
can’t earn two shillings any quicker.”
“ Matchless "
MILLIONS DL'RING 35 TEARS!
A woman opened the door at that
Wood Tag 1'lug
moment, and the stranger put down the
Tobacco.
The Pioneer i'uBAcdb Company,
book on the desk, clasped her hand, and
hew York. Boston and Chicago.
saidr
’
.

_____

MUSTANG

SurrivaloftlieFiM

_

______
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“

bottle” of
reuownod Si.ciao
lao and
and i
ValuableTreatise eent M
any sufferer sending me bU
po*tofBoe and Kx press address.

DR. H. n. ROOT. 83
1

OLIVER DITSON k CO., Boston.
C. II. Ditwou AtCo., J. K. Dltaou & Co.,

1878.
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New iMbROon, N.Y.

An Infallible and oneioelled
celledremedy
t
foi
} Mia. fcpllrpa? or Fnfl'
fling Hlnkupee.
Wurraiiled to effect
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Ellsworth, Kan., July Id,
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Cheap Elocution.
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New York.

Pearl Street.
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value in all the

LEADING MAREET8
OF THE WORLD!
FINEST

Everywhere recognized a* the
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OVER
Made and
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80,000

aae. Now

Designs constantly.

Beat work and lowest prices.
tit Betid for a Catalogue.
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St,
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“Begin at the pencil-mark there, and
read slowly.”
exactly
eighteen inches by dry measure as he
saw that the reading matter was the
usual form of marriage,but he didn’t
back down from his word. It was the
cheapest marriage he ever attended, and
he didn’t half enjoy the chuckles of
bride and groom as they went out.—
Free Pruts.
,

jL

Tested hi Time
Colds,

His Honor’s chin dropped

.

o Kouiantif. 'i

i

and

Troches!’ have
of

many

The two met on a
rainy day, while hurrying, with tilted
u&brelJaj fctjbut their business, 1 a
collision followed, imd the woman
slipped to the sidewalk. In picking her
Motive man recognized ’hgrras an old
figured, is reported.

fT<\
a

Lowell factory girl, and

Iw),en sbe
he a poor

—For

Throat
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Diseases,

BALM FOR EVERY WOUND OF
MAN AND

Couglia, ‘•Brown’s DuoNqiUAi.

yOA'ra.

&

ceuta

il

bbx.

done uiu country no lyudi.crctlii us tnu Mutton
\ Hamlin Cabinet ihpuia, vs Inch have beeu acknowledged beet at uti gieat world'H oxmbiauua
for many year*, bee adverUabmeut

Chew

ITHE0LDE8T&BE8T LINIMENT

THE 0RI8IIML ft OILY GENUINE

EVER MADP. IN AMERICA.

••Vibrator** Threshers,

SALES

Warrants a PFRFRCT CURE
ot.x.

LAKGERTHAN EVER.

The Mexican Mindang Mnlmrnt has
Ihoen known for more limn thirl vhvo
yeant ns the Best ot all l.iNlmentx, for
Man and Beast. Jti miles today an
larger Hmn ever. II cures when nil
others fad, ami jicrtetrntcsskin, tendon
and muscle, to tUc very Uoue, Sold
everywhere.

Jackson’s Beat Sweet Navy Tobaooo.

(rpV'Uv

BEArtT!

their eflicaty by t teal

Among Ameiicau manulaetuieafew havo

A Boston romance, iu which a halo
and hearty man of 50 and a slight,litfle
woman a couple of years younger

behind

he'

“The

.

'witft

tory officeralleges that

ON WEIGHTS.

,

hours’ fall. The total surface re- medical student at Harvard, they had
g to be swept throughout the loved each other. In 1849 he went to
Califottiia and forgot ‘the girl he left

.Dangerous Houses.

No More Swindling

(or

rantcSiwili; Rheum,

with ncraovED

MOUNTED HORSE POWERS,
And Steam Thresher Engines,

»

NICHOLS, SHEPARD &CG,
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Catahhh, Kiumey Disease*, and
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$7
DIG
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A*#Diacsn»aa#ini for thaiFIr*.
and OutBt Free. A4.
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She was a widow, with two

children,

and in destitute circumstances,but that
is all over now.
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Raiser* will not Submit tf th»

waatago ofOralb A to. InAHorwork don. by
the otk*r suchluM,wi..u on-, f^tudra t^a hferosaa.

Thourenda cured. Lowest Prices. Do not
faillowrilo. D
F. K. AI arali .QU Incy .Mich.
r.
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BRICK MACHINERY
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Stories.
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BayuSS•alt
____
il JtHalrytofXeri.i
Woik.p#*.
for ferine
I Grate
tirshiifrom WreUra.
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him.

He prospered in business,
became rich, and married. Liter Jiie
wife and childrendied, and in hip loneliness he remembered the Lowell, factory
girl A dream told him she wa4 in distress. He hurried East to find her, but
looked in vaia till they accidentally met.
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markets. No wlldernrea-iKRgue-tro Indiana. Land,
exploring tickets from Cbltago. free to buyers.For

Directionsaccompanying ea'h can for nuking Hard.
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IT IS FULL WF.’.OBT A HU STKEHOTtt.
The market Is flooded with (so-called) Concentrated
Lye. which la adulterated
with aall and roaiu, unJ uoh'i

Soft

ventional stove in the village tavern,
Cedar Rapids,Iowa, or W BandolpR Street, Cliicago,
telling tall stories. The topic was
horses. After several inferior tales, old
! "
Hobbs began : “ My horse was worse We publish an eightpage paper-" Tax Natiohal
than the worst of defaulting bank Tbibciie"— devoted to tne Interests of Pon.lonera,
Soldiers and Sailors,and their heirs; alao containsinPresidents,for he was such a forger. tareating family reading.
Price. Fifty venU a year— §p?clal inducements to clubs,
Why, actually, his feet struck together A proper blank to colWt amount due under new
so often that I had to carry a bucket of Abkcahs or Pr.aairiNHILL fumiriiedomrei
rtgular ivb.erilt.rt
on/y.and such el. inis hied in Pension
water iu the wagon, and stop every half OBice withoutrbarye. jinunrv uu'nber as apeciman
copy free. Send for it GLOKGK K.
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THE STANDARD. 1TEW
R. E. Werkman, GET
“The
authority. * #
ought

|iumcrs’ (Column.
Silver Chaff Winter

Manufacturerof

Wheat.

DOORS, SASH,

A correspondentin the N. Y. Eve. Post
enys: "Last summer, I received eight
quarts of thU wheat. It was accompanied

“This wheat comes from York county,
Province of Ontario, Canada, where

it

WORCESTER'S

«

with the following ‘‘pedigree,” or history.

Sawing of

kinds

all

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

>

We

wheat, with*

a distinct variety of winter

stands the severest frosts, and
to disease or

rust.

Its

is

A Urge, handsome volume

Also Planing, Hatching and Besawing.

not liable

average weight is

sixty-two pounds to the measured bushel.”
I gave the eight quarts of seed to

my
24,

neighbors,

who sowed

It,

one

containingconsiderablymore than a
100,000 words

sown broadcast

Cor.

FOLLY ILLDSTRATED ADD

but facing the south, well

Farm

sowing. No

winter-killing,but was injured somewhat

40 acres of unimprovedland in the
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
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by storms and hot weather a few days be-

fore harvesting,and
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diligence; but with WeMsr It Is diligence In combinationwith fancifulness.With Worculer,in
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rusted. It sustained no injury from

trouble to show goods.
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Holland. Aug.

Work Warranted and

for yourself, no

now rcK.nled u the STANDARD AUTHORITY,
and Is so recommendedby Biyant,Longfellow,
Whittier,Sumner, Holme?, Irving, Winthrop,
Agaiiii, Marsh, Henry, Kvefett, Mann, Stephens,
Quincy, Felton, Hilliard.Memmlnger, and the majorityot our most distinguished scholars,aud Is,
A prompt deliveryfree
besides, recognizedas authority by the Depart- be relied upon.
tnenta of our NationalGovernme.it. It Is also
adoptedby many of ihe Boards of Public lustruc-

soil, six miles

fertilizers were applied,

see

I.

splendid clay
from this city. Near church
and the seed was not “prepared” in any and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
way, but sown as received. It escaped
after
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drained naturally, ploughed a medium
depth, not sub-soiled,and harrowed well

-

all kinds

I keep constantlyon hand Iht best kind of
stock, and also a nice varlct*of designs. Letter
ing done in the English, Hollandand German lan-

Crockery,
Flour & Feed.

WITH FOUR FULL-FADE ILLUMINATED

on rolling prairie soil— a black, rich loam
level,
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Definition,and Etymology.
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Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,
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about a bushel and a half of

seed to the acre. It was

in its
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with tne correct Pronunciation,

Any one of the above articles made to order to
1877, on twenty-six square rods, being any >ite or meaeare on short notice and at Grand

at the rate of

1854 pagei,

of

&

Manufacturerof

been successfully grown for two years. It
is

IhIIcIofIs,

H. R.

Burned ont b>y the late Fire we M.o|tenedIn
ourutw store just completedut our old aland on

River Street,
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“The he«t existingEnglish Lexicon." G.
—London Athemum.

Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc,

Scroll

FIRM!

best
It
to
be in every Library also in every Academy
aud in every School.”— //on. Chi*. Sumner.

SONS.

&

17, 1878.
Henroutntss,

Cos twr nett.
combination with good sense and Judgment.
Ftmmh Comp/,
Sale.
Dysptpsia..
Compact, Substantial, Econ- WORCESTER'S is the sobererand safer book,
and
may
be
pronounced
the
but
exitling
Enomical and easily managed.
fully ripe, aud yielded when thrashed
I'vEFAULT having been made in the conditlona
Guaranteedto work well and glith Lexicon— London AUuhtxum.
YJ of two certain mortgages,the one bearing
SoUn.fi lex. Sc.
three hundred and seventeen pounds, begive full power claimed. The
"The best English writers and the most particu- date the eleventh (11) day of January, ]8dU, made
Engine and boiler complete, lar American writers use WORCESTER as their aud executed by William II. Llnacreand Susan
Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
ing at the rate of about thirty-two and oneincluding governor, pump, authority.”—
York Herald.
Llnacre, his wife, of Georgetown,Ottawa County, cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.
half bushels per acre, mostly good quality,
etc. (and boxing) at the low
‘•After our recent strike we made the change to Michigan, to George W. Densmore of same place, Address J, p. Mountain, Ogdensburg,N. Y.
price of
WORCESTER as our authority In spelling,chiefly and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
though some grains were shrunken. The
8 Horae Power ...... $ 242.00
to bring ourselvesInto conformitywith the ac- of Ottawa County, Michigan, on the thirteenth day I
44
.......
288.00
average weight was about sixty-three
TUMOB8, discharge*
cepted usage, as well as to gratify ths desire of ol January,1869, at 2 o’clockp.m. In Liber R, of 011
8*
.......843.50 most of our staff, Includingsuch gentlemen as mortgages,on page 630, which said mortgage waa I
BLOOD or mucus, and all diseases
pounds to the measured bushel. The
oi
me
kbutum
quicklyand nerMr. Bayard Taylor,Mr. George W. Smalley, and duly assigned by the said George Wr. Densmore on
JAMES LEFFEL * CO.,
the ITth day of January, 1869, to Benton E. Ore
Green, mctly cared by a simple and soothing REMEDY
straw was strong aud tall, some stalks 49-ly
Mr. John R. C. Alassard. "-iVtuiYork Tribute.
Springfield,Ohio.
and which said assignment was recorded iu the For information, address
measuring six feet with beads six inches
DR. J. FABER & CO., 22 Ann 8t.. N. Y.
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County,
Michigan,In Liber No. 13 of mortgageson page
1-2«w
The Complete Series of
in length. The straw of the crop was not
24, on the 81st day of December. 1878, at 10)4
o'clock, a. in., upon which mortgage H ere is
weighed. The wheat produced was all
Sale.
claimed to be due and unpaid at the date heresown this fall, and before snow covered it rpHE Fine Residenceof Mr. J. Van Landegend,
of for principaland Interestthe sum of fire Tlf HEREA8, default has been made in the payJL on the corner of -Tenth and Cedar streets,li
hundred and twenty-flvedollars and eighteen *
ment of the money seenred by a mortgage
it had a promisingappearance.I think this
for sale cheap.
4S-tf
cents, and also an attorney fee of twenty-flve dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871, executedby
(25)
dollars
as
therein
provided.
The
other
said
is an improved variety of hardy, smooth
QUARTO DICTIONARY. ProfuselyIllustrated. mortgagebearing date the tenth day of December, Boelof A. Schouten and Gijsbenle Schouten. his
wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa conntv,
Library sheep. $10.00.
winter wheat.
1871),made and executed by WilliamH. Llnacreand Michigan,to HalbertKeppel, ol Zeeland, aforeUNIVERSAL AND CRITICAL DICTIONARY. Susan Llnacre. his wife, of Georgetown, Ottawa said, which said mortgage was recordedIn the
A* a rwctusi e.i rara
8vo. Library sheep. $4.25
County.Michigan, to Guy 8. Walden, of the town- office of the Registerof Deeds of the County of
he* 4.-iOO per cunt*
About Sweit Potatoes.
ship of Cascade, Kent County,Michigan, and reand State of Michigan, in Llher X of mortA full uuwcripilan, ACADEMIC DICTIONARY. Illustrated. Crown corded In the office of the Peglster of Deeds of Ot- Ottawa
gages, on page 95, on the nineteenth day of August,
8vo. Half roan. $1.85.
power, prue. etc., la
tawa County.Michigan, on the 14th day of Dscera• The Western Rural has given us in the
COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY. Illustrated. her, 1870, at 8)4 o’clockp. m., in Liber V of mort- A. D. 1871, at 1 o’clock p. m., and whereas, the
Ki veil la au extra of
the
i-wrHm*
12mo.
Half
roau.
$1..5.
gages, on page 81, which said mortgage was duly
past the methods by which sweet potatoes
Mend lor a Copy.
SCHOOL (Elementary) DICTIONARY.Illus- assigned by the said Guy 8. Wa, den on the sixare preserved during the winter in the
trated. 12mo. Half roan. $1.00.
teenth day of August, 1871, to Milton F. Marsh, and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds
South in pits; and further north, in buildPRIMARY DICTIONARY. Illustrated. 16mo. which said assignment was recorded In the office of said County of Ottawa, on the twenty-third of
Ogdoniburgh H.T.
of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County, Mich- February. A. D. 1878, at 8 o'clock In the forenoon
Half roan. 6.) cents.
ings expressly prepared for the business,
igan. In Liber R of mortgages, on page 323, on the
said day, in Liber No. 4 ®f mortgageson page
POCKET DICTIONARY. Illustated.24mo. Cloth, 23th day of Angusi, 1871. and which said mortgage of
386. and the same is now owned by him, and
and it strikes me that the impression left
63 cK; roan, flexible,8i cts,; roan, tucks, w.is afterwards assigned by the said Milton F.
whereas
the amount now claimed to be due on
gilt edges, $1.00.
Marsh on the 12th day of May, 1873, to Benton E. said mortgageat the date #f this notice, Is the sum
by these statements is that it is a difficult
Many special aids to students, in addition to a Green, w hich said last assignmentwas recorded In of one hundred and sixty five dollarsand seventy
process, and beyond the reach ot the comJnst received at the
very full pronouncing and deduing vocabulary, the officeof the Register of Deeds of Ottawa right cents ($165.78). principaland interest, and the
make Worcester’s in the opinion of our most dis- County, Michigan,in Liber R of mortgages, on further sum of twenty-flve dollars as an attorney
mon farmer. I have kept sweet potatoes
tinguishededucators, tile mo<t complete, as well page 530, on /he 14lh day of May, 1873, at 8 o'clock, fee. stipulated for in said mortgage,and which is
as by far the cheapest Dictionariesof our language. u. m., upon which last said mortgage there is the whole amount claimed to he due and unpaid
for several years, on a small scale, and
claimed to be due and nnpaid at the date hereof on said mortgage,and no suit or proceeding having
without much trouble. I dig them as soon
For sale by all Booksellers,or will be sent, for principal and interest, the sum of four hun- been Institutedat law to recover the debt now recarriage
Irce, on receipt of the pi Ice by
dred and fifty-nine dollarsand fifteen cents. maining secured by said mortgage, or any part thereas the vines are seriously injured by frost,
($459.15) and also an attorney fee of $15.00 as pro of. w hereby tho power of sale containedin said
J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
pick them up as Soon as dry, spread them
vided therein,and no proceedingsat law or in mortgage has become operative. Now therefore. NoPublishers, Booksellers, & Stationers. equity having been Instituted to recover the debts tice is hereto, given,that by virtue of the power ot sale
in a warm, airy place, lettingthem remain Together with a nice line of Coffees.Teas. Spices,
secured by said two mortgages,or that of either and iu pursuanceof the statute In such case made
715 and 717 Market St., Philadelpnia.
Candies, Tobaccos and Cigars,
of them, or any part thereof ; Now therefor notice and provided tbe said mortgage will be foreclosed
for a couple of weeks, or until they are
49-3m
is hereby given, that by virtue of the pow r of by n sale of the premises,thereindescribed, at
Also, an assortmentof CHEAP TOYS for lha
slightlywilted. I then wrap all of those
sale contained in said mortgagesand each of them, public auction, to the highest bidder, at the front
and of the salute in such case made and provided door of the Court House, In the city of Grand Hathat are an inch through or upward separthe said two mortgageswill be foreclosed by a sale ven, In said County of Uttawa, on Monday, the
at public vendue of the mortgaged premisesdeately in papers, and pack them snugly iu a
Twelfth day of May next, at one o'clock In
scribed in said two mortgagesor so much themf as
barrel. The smaller ones are packed in
may be necessaryto satisfy the amount due on the afternoon of that day. which said premisesare
!
!
said two mortgages,togetherwith ii.terestana describedIn said mortgage,as follows: All that
sand, which has been previously dried in
costs including said attorney fees, to-wit; all tnat certain piece or lot of land bring aud Ding In Otan oven. I place the barrels up stairs,
certain piece or parcel ol land known a& the north- tawa County,and State of Michigan,farther deP.
Jr.
west quarter ()* ) of the north-east quarter (,Q) of scribedas ten acres of laud, commencing at the
near a chimney, where they are kept from Store on River 8tr. opposite Meyer A Co’s Furnisection numbered thirty-two(32) town six (6) north centre of Ihe north line of the southwest quarter
of range thirteen (13) west, lying and being in the of section twenty four, in township six north, of
ture
42-Sm
freezing,and I have no further trouble
(’ountyofOttawa and Htate of Michigan,at the range thirteenwest, according to the United States
with them. The small ends of the outer
front door of tbe Court House of Ottawa County, survey, runningthence southerly paralellwith the
section line to the highway, thence along the
Sale.
In the city of Grand Haven, in said County of Otpotatoes may dry up a little,but they do
tawa, and State of Michigan, that being the place north boundary of said highway to a point from
firHEREAS default has been made In the pay
which a northerlyline paralell’ with the first ( r
not rot. If the small ones were wrapped V
Does a general Banking, Exchange,and Collec- for holding the Circuit Conrt for said county: on section line) shall Include ten acres, thence northment of the money secured by a mortgage,
dated the 13th day of May, A. D. 1871. executediiy tion business.Collections made on all points in Saturday the 12th day of April, 1879, erly from said point to the north boundary line of
iu papers they might dry up entirely. We
Roelof A. Sehouieuand Gijabertje Schouten, his the United .States aud Europe, Partlcuiar atten- at one o'clock In the afternoon of that day.
said south west quarterof section twenty-four,
Dated, Grand Haven. January2, 1879.
can grow very fine sweet potatoes up here wife, of the township of Zeeland, Ottawa county, tion paid to the collectionsof Uan«s and Rankers.
thence westerly along said line to the place of
Michigan,to Halbert Keppel, of Zeeland,afore- Remittances made on the day of payment. All
BENTON E. GREEN.
beginning.
’in Wisconsin,and we expect that by keep- said, which said mortgage was recorded In the busmen* Intrusted to me shall have prompt attenAmgnte of eaid Mortgagee.
Dated February 11th, A. D. 1879.
Lowing & Cross, Attorneys for eaid Aetignee.
ing our own stock for seed, they will office of th-s Register of Deeds of the County of tion. Interest allowedon time deposits, subject
JAN BUN, Aeeignee qf Mortgagee.
Ottawa and Stale of Michignr. In Liber X of mort- to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought and
48-13w
Gko. W. McBride, Atty. for Aeeignee.
gradually become acclimated.—[/. W. gages, on page 93. on the 10th day of August, A. D. sold. Tickets to and from all points In Europe
I8il, at one o’clock,p. m., and whereas, the said sold ut my office.
Wood in Western Rural.
mortgagehas been duly assigned by the said HuiJACOB VAN PUTTEN.
1 will mall (Free) the receipe for a simple Vegeberl Keppel to Jan Bos. by assignment,bearing
table Balm that will remove Tan. FRECKLES.
date the 18th day of February, A. D. 1878, and re
Wire Bin ion to ths Rear.
PIMPLE.**,and Blo'ches, leavingthe skin soft,
corded In the office of the Register of Deeds of the
TN Uttawa or Allegan Countiesin exchange for
clear and brnwliful; also Instructions for producsaid countv of Ottawa, on the twenty-third day of
1 real estate in tho City of Holland.
ing
a Inxnriant growth of hair on a bald bead or
There has been much complaint from February, A. D. 1878, at 8 o’clock iu the forenoon
Inquireat this Ufflce.
51-tf
smooth face. Address. Inclosing 3c. stamp,
of said day, in Liber No. 4, of mortgages, on page
farmers that the straw from harvesters 366, and the same Is now owned by him; and
BEN. VANDELF & CO., 20 Ann St., N. Y.
whereas the amount now claimed to be due on
l-2f.w
that wire-binders contain bits of wire that
said mortgage at the date of this notice is the sum
i eowlost, s;w resiohed :
of
one
hundred
and
sixty
five
dollars
and
seventygel into (be animal’s stomachs and causes
eight cents, principal and interest,and the further
serious injury. The millers, also, have sum of twenty-flve dollars as an attorney fee, stipulated for in said mortgage, and which Is the
BAT on the radica/ cure (without medtabooed the wire binders as shown by the whole amount claimedto be due and unpaid on
I3ST
iclne) of Spermatorrhoea
or seminal
following resolutions, adopted by the said mortgage, and no suit or proceeding having
Weakness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impobeen Institutedat law to recover the debt now retenev, Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impedl
MinneapolisMillers’ Association :
maining secured by said m irtgage,or any part
ments to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilwhereby tbe power of sale containedIn
epsy aud Fits Induced by self-indulgenceor sexual
Whmas> The committee appointed by thereof
said mortgage has become operative:Note thereAND THE
extravagance.
this association to examine into and re- fore notice is hereby given, that by virtue of the
Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
power of sale and in pursuanceof the statute In
The underBigDcdannouncesto the Public that Tho celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
port upon the damage to mill and machin- such case made and provided, the said mortgage
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are clearlydemons!! ales, from a thirty years’ successwill be foreclosed by a sale of the premises therenow ready to supply their customerswith all kinds ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
«ry,, arising from the use of wire-binders
in described, at public auction, to the highest bidof Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair self-abuse may be radicallycured without the danfor wheat, having rendered a report re- der, at the front door of the Court House, In the
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto gerous use of Internal medicineor the application
city of Grand Haven. In said county of Uttawa,
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at oilta
commending the discontinuanceof the on Monday, the Twelfth day of May,
trade.
simple,certain and effectual, by means of which
use of said wire-binders, and said report next, at one o'clockIn the afternoon of that day:
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haveikate& every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
which said premises are describedIn said mortbe, may cure himself cheaply, privately and radiSon’s Hardware Store.
having, been acceptedby this Association;
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Standard Trimminge,Bonneln, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lacc Collars, and Silks.
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Fair dealing can always be
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way in 1877, the writer found no

has confidencein this means of
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borers at all In Uit trees la 1878, and therefore
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be tried to satis-
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before tbe earth
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is useful to
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trees after the
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it
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RADEKE & SON,

fifty

rods In a strip two rods wide, thence east a atrip
three rods wide and twenty rods long, thence sooth
discontinuanceof the use of wire-binders a strip of land two rods wide and Ally rods long to
land owned by Jan Bos, said land belim on the
lor binding wheat.— ArnsrAjan Agricul- cast half of the soulh-weat quarter of section
twenty-four, In township six north, of range thlr
turist, January, 1879.
teen weal, containingona acre and aeventy-dx
rods of land according to the government survey,
be the same more or less.
Idas for Borin.
Dated, February11. A. D. 1879.
JAN BOB, Ateigneeqf Mortgage.
Gio. W. McBbidb, AWy. for AuUjrm. l-13w
Regarding borers in peach trees, says
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Quality of work guaranteed,and repairing
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finest variety of

Warehouse <fc Office on
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Berry-basketistored in crates In the
game manner aa when filled with fruit
are almost certain to be damaged by the
gnawing of mice if the mice have access.
If the boxes are nested together and packed
in the crates they are seldom attacked.

relied upon.

Mich.

week In yonr own town. $5 outfit free,
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great pav all the time they work, write for partlcuUra to If. Uallktt A Co., Portland, Maine.
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